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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

MAY 3, 1990
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PERSONAL ECOLOGY
PART FIVE: TOXICS

By Monte

Paulsen

Therearecurrently 1,218 places that the United
States government has declared among the most
dangerous on Earth.
They're the sites being cleaned upwithmoney
from a federal program called the Superfund.
A few, like Times Beach and Love Canal, are famous. Most are just old toxic waste dumps that
have begun to leak.
At many of these sites, workers don protective "moon suits" to remove the oozing toxins
and ship them to new dumps. The U.s. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) promises the
new dumps will be different. On May 8, a new
national "land ban" rule will take effect. It will
ban industries from burying untreated flammable, corrosive, reactive or toxic wastes.
But the EPA isn't watching you.
You could scrub your sink and even bathe in
those banned toxins. You could grab something
under your kitchen sink, walk outinto your yard
wearing nothing but shorts and a t-shirt, and
pour it on the ground until your toes corrode.
You could pour and pour until your yard is just
as toxic as a Superfund site.
It would be stupid, but it would be legal.
There are no laws governing the disposal of
household hazardous waste.
Here in Greater Portland, the water districts
beg you not to pour it down the drain and the
people who own the local incinerators beg you
not to send it to them. But nobody tells you
where you should take it; nobody pays much
attention to what you do with it; and very few
people are talking about alternatives.
Just like nobody paid much attention to those
old dumps, until. . .
Continued on page 6

TEN ntlNCS YOU CAN DO TO USE. FEWER HOUSEHOLD TOXINS. See page 9.
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Reproaching the people who approach the homeless

Advocates

leav~

By Mary LeA Crawley

Only six months ago, homeless advocates shared a unified voice in the newly-created Let's Talk. Now, there are
three groups clamoring to prescribe the "right" solution to
Portland's homeless problem.
Four advocates recently left Let's Talk, a fledgling
advocacy group for Portland's homeless. Three of the
advocates who left say that Let's Talk Peer Advocate
Director Mike Quinn will go to extreme lengths to get

homeless group
homeless people off the street, even if it means having
them committed to mental institutions. Another said he
left the group because the Let's Talk approach does not
adequately shape state and local policies that could help
the homeless.
The people who left Let's Talk formed their own
groups. Let's Talk has 14 homeless advocates, Operation
Crisis has six, and People Helping People has twelve.
Contin~
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Cool Cottons
for Warm Months Ahead

Monday-Saturday 11 :00-5:30 • Sunday Noon-5:00
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Therapeutic Muaage
&Ie L. Timpsom
Consulting'" Training ... Programming

Peter DeCrescenzo
774-1682
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• Individual, family and group counseling
• Issues of personal growth, depression & addiction
• Consultant for individuals with special needs
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Susan Daigle
Portland

Certified Reality Therapist

Architect P.A.
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It amazes me how people become so emotionally ~treme ~~t
an issue in order to avoid facing realilty. What they fail to realize IS
that AIDS will kill their children. Susan Cummings-Lawrence provided a service to the community by educating children about the
serious risks of unprotected sexual activity. This was not a pro-sex
lecture. The reality is that many young teens do experiment with sex
whether or not they are handed condoms. Lessons on sexual
morality are not a public educators's resoponsibility. It is the
responsibility of the parents to provide their children with moral
guidance. Children will make the right choices if they are treated
with respect and able to communicate within their family structure.

SU'JaI.- IL:u~/___
Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy, M.A.

William J. Bisson

AIDS will kill their children"
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Portland officials "pretendlng"
I had not realized until I read your article "Fighting Those Who
Fight AIDS" (CBW 4.12.90) what a good imagination Portland city
officials have. In the great tradition of "what isn't admitted doeSJl't
exist," long a favorite of alcoholics, battered partners and other
victims of dysfunction, school officials are pretending that their
denial means that adolescents are not having sex. Here's my game
of "Pretend." First, let's pretend that two purposes of primary and
secondary education are to enable young persons to take care of
thernselves and to contribute to society. Let us further pretend that
cities (and SADs) have an obligation by law to educate the young.
Let us finally take the great leap of faith by pretending that just as
you and I could be held accountable for failing to do sof11ething
within our power that webad been ordered to do or had offered to
do, so to could cities (and SADs) that omitted from a curriculum a
component without which lives could be at risk and in fact are.
What do you think might happen if the parents of the 14-year-old
public school students who contracted AIDS through sexual contact (playtime is over, school officials, these children do .exist)
discover that their children's schools refused to educate ill the
meansofsignificantJyreducing thechancesofgettingAIDS?Im~n
by refusing to let the children become familiar with and not afraId
of(not the same as enamored with) condoms. The cities (and SADs)
will become dysfunctional as they defend themselves against~
lion-dollar law suits that I, as a civil rights attorney, feel they are ill
some jeopardy of losing. Just as they lose suits brought by spin~
injured football players who have not been adequately coached ill
safety.
The resultof"Pretend" in this version is that the officials who are
supposed to be giving us leadership and governance look very
much like drunks denying their diseases. Worse, actually: alcoholics often can't control denial, but the Portland city officials are
choosing to play garnes.

Seth Berner
Portland

PORTLAND
BANGOR
ELLSWORrn
288 Fore Street .:. I 70 Park Street .:. High Street
774·1322
942-6880
667-:;615
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"Lost In a torrent of caustic cynicism"
I disagree emphatically with Mr. Ventura's a~rtion that an
individual cannot be healthy in an unhealthy world (CBW 45.90).
I agree that our health, society and environment are in crisis - a
condition many people choose to ignore fC?r the sake of comfort.
However, speaking clearly abouta problem without any mention of
possible solutions is only marginally useful. Unfortunately, Mr.
Ventura's flashes of brilliance and insight were lost in a torrent of
caustic cynicism, frustration and despair. Not that despair isn't
appropriate. But I believe the best way to be responsible is to be
healthy, realistic, concerned, active, and still see the humor and joy
inlife.Ifwecanreachthispoint,thenwebecomepartofthesolution.
If an article such as that is offered as a wellness report, it seems
reasonable to offer some ideas for action in the same issue. Why fire
people up and leave them hanging? For example, explain where
and how to recycle. I'm afraid that because of the presentation, Mr.
Ventura's article, as well written and researched asitwas, becomes
part of the problem rather than part of the solution.
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How To Trim
Your 'Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials

"La

Creme
dela
Cool"

Steamed 1-1/4 lb. Hardshell
Lobster with Garlic Butter.

-Lou Reed

Served with a small salad and
organic saffron brown rice or
Arooorook Coumy Yukon Gold
New Potatoes.
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Water district will conserve

LADIES'
TIMEX<!) WATCH

PANASONIC'"
SMOOTH
OPERATOR

29 99

2499

CHANTILLY<!)
SPRAY COLOGNE

Rolex Look-Alike
Retail Value 49.95

1399202.

Ladies' WetJDry Shaver
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Any
COPPERTONE®
TAN MAGNIFIER

302. 99

4
SPF 2 Oil or
SPF 4 Lotion

KODAK'"
CAMERA

3995

35 MM, Blister Pack

COVER
GIRL®
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Feds take over Sun Savings

3' x 5' Polyester

Asst.

Retail Value 1.29

-.r.=;,.1 SU DAFED®

CURAD®
HAPPY STRIPS

105

,'!o- -,-'

2 59

YOUR
CHOICE!

Set.

COLD

SNACKS

Home Owner's Savings Bank, parent company to Maine's Sun
Savings Banks, was taken over on Apr. 27 by the federal agency
created to bail out troubled savings and loans institutions. According to Andrea Plater, spokesperson for the Resolution Trust
Company (RTC), the Massachusetts-based Home Owner's was
seized because "it was being operated in an unsafe and unsound
way." The feels will now place a government agent in the bank
who will "try to work out troubled loans, reduce operating costs
and stabilize operations" so that the bank can be marketed and
sold, Plater said. Since the RTC was created by President Bush'last
August, Plater estimated that more than 400 banks have been
seized and 6O-6S them spruced up and resold. Sun Savings has
branches in Portland, South Portland, Gorham and throughout
Maine. Sun Savings depositors of $100,000 or less are insured by
the Federal Depositors Insurance Corporation.

Chitwood pushes gun-safety law

BEERJWINE

Photo Day
(Two Day Guatant€€d Service)

2 FOR 1
Bring your film to
Downeast
on

Wednesday or
Saturday and receive Double color
prints for our everyday low one print
price.
Applies to 3112" lustre surface prints or custom glossy
De§ignerprints· on C-41 process develop & print ordcn
only. Cannot be combined with any other sale offer.

MONEY
TRANSFERS

CHEEZ
DOODLES
70z.

79

SUPER PHARMACY
568 Congress St. Portland • 773-7016
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Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood wants adults whose
loaded guns end up in kids' hands to be punishable under Maine
law. Chitwood is spearheading an effort to bring that proposal to
Maine voters in the form of a referendum question. If his application is approved from the Secretary of State's Office, Chitwood
and his supporters will need to collect approximately 50,000
signatures so that the question can appear on the ballot, most
likely in the November, 1991 election. If the question passes,
adults who leave guns where a kid under 16 ends up shooting
himself or someone else can be charged with a Class-D misdemeanor, facing up to 364 days in jail, a $1,000 penalty, and a year
probation.

Casco Bay a "significant estuary"
Casco Bay has been named a significant estuary by theNational
Environmental Protection Agency. Deb Garret, environmental
specialist with the Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), said that federal dollars will go toward a comprehensive plan for Casco Bay. Specifically, that funding will provide for
extensive research and for groups including the DEP and Friends
of Casco Bay to come to a consensus on the future of the bay.
Garret said that no other bay accepted in the estuary program in
"as good a shape as Casco Bay" and that local environmentalists
"have a rare chance to save a resource before it really goes down
the tubes."

WEIRD NEWS:
orSeveral north Texas communities reported being ravaged in
October by a pack of hogs that killed dogs and chickens, rooted in
gardens and tore up water lines. "1 know they ate my dog and my
sister's dog," says 69-year-old Claudia Wilson of nearby Trinity
Park. "They're everywhere."
Roland Sweet/A/lerNa

verytbing Grow,
in my Mothers Garden

Everything grows in my mothers garden,
Camellias, delicate pinks and whites,
Splendid scarlets, gracefullillfes,
Regal iris, cheerful ranuncules.

Portland leaders eye nude dancers

DELSEY ®
BATH TISSUE

6 99

Product

The Portland Water District (PWD) will help its ratepayers
wade through water conservation options. Water district general
manager Joseph Taylor said that a plan is being developed whereby
ratepayers can buy water-conservation devices such as low-flow
showerheads and toilet damns at cost from the PWD. Also, the
water district will investigate how large-sca)e water conservation
might reduce the need for future treatment facilities, boost education programs to teach kids about water conservation, and confer
with large users about cutting down on water use.
The water district's plan comes after South Portland's Mark
Usinger led a petition drive in March to halt a scheduled rate
increase. Usingercollected 1,000 ratepayer's signatures and gained
an opportunity to meet with the Public Utilities Commission and
the waterdistrictand pitch water conservation. The PUc, Usinger
and the water district finally agreed that the proposed increase
could go forward based on the water district's plans to go forward
with water conservation.

Portland officials may restrict nude dancing in bars, citing
what city attorney David Lourie called the potentiality of "a
combat zone" in the Old Port due to the "proliferation of bars"
there. Lourie presently is working with Portland's Public Safety
Committee on drafting changes to Portland zoning laws that he
said "would explore (nude) dancing in bars but not occasional
nude reviews" or occasional nudity in local theater productions.
Portland Deputy Police Chief Stephen Roberts ~id that currently the only bar in the Old Port that features nude dancing
regularly is Moose Alley, where on Wednesdays three or four
women start dancing fully clothed and finish dancing in scant
bikini bottoms. Roberts said that "there have been complaints
regarding patrons outside (Moose Alley), but not any worse than
some other bars" in the Old Port. Roberts added that "there has
been concern that (nude dancing) would become more widespread" in Portland, and that the measure is a "pro-active"
approach rather than a response to a crisis.

U.S. FLAG!
EAGLE ORNAMENT

Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & Out-of-Print Books
We buy hooks, too.
TUE to FRI12:30-5, SAT 11 :30-4
OTHER TIMES BY CHANCE
Stop in for a few minutes,
or hrowse for hours. Enjoy!

Tom Andrews and Patricia Wescott.

HOMELESS
GROUPS
Continued from front page

pI

Stewart Leach, 22, Tom Andrews, 24, and Patricia Wescott, 53, said Mike Quinn persuad~
homeless people to leave the streets only to shelter them in psychiatric wards. Leach, who has
been homeless since he was nine, said Quinn
instructed him and other advocates to have individuals who refused shelter put in mental institutions. Quinn, who has been homeless himself,
contends that he would only suggest having a
homeless person committed as a last resort in a
life-threatening situation. Leach, Andrews and
Wescott have created OperationCrisis. The group
proports to give homeless people support without threatening their rights.
David Bouthilette, 37, left Let's Talk to_create
People Helping People, a group that plans to
lObby for affordable housing and job training
programs. Bouthilette called Let's Talk's practice
of bringing people to soup kitchens and shelters,
a "Band-Aid approach." He acknowledged that
Let's Talk founder Karen Evans brings the homeless and their advocates to voice their concerns at
Portland City Hall or the State House in Augusta
but stressed that Let's Talk is too preoccupied
with quick-fix solutions to maneuver politically.

"Blue-paper him"
Karen Evans, who was once homeless, founded
Let's Talk about six months ago. The Let's Talk
Peer Advocate Program monitors a toll-free hotline number for homeless people who need help
getting shelter, medical attention or other assistance. Fourteen advocates, many who have been
homeless themselves, are paired into male-female couples and work 12 or 24-hour shifts responding to calls routed to a beeper. When they
reach the client, advocates "make a judgement,"
Evans said, which "sometimesmeansgettingthem
to a shelter" or, if the individual has been denied
shelter, "it means fighting the system." Evans
said if advocates don't feel qualified to handle a
particular case, they call for outside help. Help
comes from Evans, who is a social worker, The
Preble Street Resource Center, an agency for the
homeless, or from the Holy Innocence Church,
whichrunsa psychiatric program for street people.
When Tom Andrews carried the Let's Talk
beeper, he said Mike Quinn instructed him to"take
an individual who looks like he may need medical attention to the hospital on the pretext that he
is going to get medical attention." Once there,
Andrews said he was told to "take the doctor to
one side and say: 'This person lives on the streets
and refuses to go to a shelter, blue-paper him.'"
An individual who is "blue-papered" is involuntarily committed to a psychiatric hospital for as
little as 24 hours or as long as five days.
Mike Quinn denied giving those instructions.
'1t's all lies," he said. "1 have my own issues with
that. 1 know what hospitals do." But Quinn said
he did bring one homeless client to the hospital
who had frostbite on his feet. '1 dealt with a guy
that was very mentally ill. His clothes were rot-

CB Wrronee Harbert

ting right off his body. His groin was sticking out
and when wegotto the hospital they said, 'We're
keeping him' ... He was going to die."
Andrews said that homeless person was unwittingly committed to a mental health institution. "He did not want it," said Andrews. When
he got "out of Jackson Brook or wherever he was,
he told everyone what Mike Quinn had done
because he was angry."
Evans said that homeless people are prone to
mental health problems because they are homeless. '1f you've been homeless for over thi-ee
months, it's been proven statistically that you're
going to have mental health issues. There's been
different research projects," said Evans. "And I
think it's real hard to fit back into structure." She
confirmed that the person Quinn took to the
hospital was temporarily committed to Jackson
Brook, but added that he "is living a fulfilled life
now" in a halfway house.
But advocates who have left Evans' and Quinn's
group maintain that people who are denied the
right to make their own decisions are not "fulfilled." Often, people choose to live on the streets.
"The only freedom of choice a street person has is
to be on the streets,"a said Wescott. She thinks
that well-meaning advocates who underestimate
theintegrityof that decision patronize and frighten
street people.
Evans contends that she and Quinn do not
"want" to commit the homeless or "control their
lives," only help them.
"Mike Quinn wants to get the homeless off the
street any way possible, " said Wescott. "We're
not strong men just out to clean up the streets."

But now, a TfU)ther myself,
I crave a secret or two.
.
I want to garden as she does
With grace and love and skill.

Ife ordered bulbs together
This past summer.
She claims to en!.IJI my tulips.
I want only this,
My son or daughter to say one day:
Everything grows in my TfU)thers garden.
----a.----

Garden Baskets full
of fresh flowers and
treasures. Perfect
for Mothers Day.
Delivery in Greater Portland
Worldwide Floral Service
Open Monday-Saturday 8-8, Sunday 11-3

24 City Center • Portland, Maine • 828-2000

Band Aid Approaches?
"Let's Talk is a good group. But I think they're
spreadingthernselves too thin," said David Bouthilette, president of People Helping People. '1 think
Let's Talk should stick to getting people off the
street and let our group work at the city, state and
county levels. Let's Talk and Operation Crisis are
only addressing symptoms of the problem, said
Bouthilette, who calls those groups, along with
soup kitchens and shelters, a "Band-Aid" approach.
Instead, Bouthilette sees affordable housing as
the more substantial "bandage" that will help
cure the problem of homelessness. "(People Helping People) wants to work on a city, county and
sta te level," he said. "We need to do things like get
affordable housing. We need to get job training.
We want to lobby and pass bills." Bouthilette's
group aims to work with the city council, sit on the
city's EmergencyShel ter Assessment Committee,
and lobby for state legislation that supports people
with little or no income.
Let's Talk retained only 14 of approximately 30
people it trained to become peer advocates. Eighteen other people have joined either Operation
Crisis or People Helping People. But their skills
and sympathies have been diffused over three
independent approaches to one problem. Each
group feels their approach is the proper bandage.
And time will tell whether Portland's homeless
population, which stands to gain or lose by the
groups' efforts, suffer by not being aided by one
amplified voice.
Mary Lta Crawley
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Handcrafted in Vermont, our basic
futon frame also folds flat into a
simple platform bed. Available in
twin, full, and queen sizes.
all in stock.
EnJ'oy the naturally supportive
comfort of a futon! We carry
the largest selection of frames,
futons and covers in New
England. Futons priced from
$89 to $189.
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Futons made specially for us
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FurON FURNISmNGS~
A Maine Owned Company

621 Forest Avenue near Wlodfords Corner, Portland, Maine
Satisfaction Guaranteed Exit 6B off Route 295

,871-0578
Hours: Mon_ & Thurs.
~,Fri 10-7
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Community
Cable Network
week of 5131!10

Call In Portland:
Subject: Parking in Portland
(1 hr.)
People Helping People:
Aging and Hearing Loss (R)
(1/2 hr.)
A Year of Art:
Alison Hildreth Paintings (R)
(1/2 hr.)
Greater Portland '89:
Property Taxes (R) (1 hr.)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm.
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in
land, Cape Elizabeth,
bo
Channel

FOR ALL YOUR PRINTING NEEDS

ALROSE~
,
printing & graphics co.
OFFSET • LETTEHPHESS
200 ANDERSON STREET· PORTLAND· 774-9329

GET
FIT!
S99
3

In a frenzy to be clean and healthy, most
people have filled their homes with dangerous
chemicals. In so doing, they've endangered not
only themselves, but also the long-tenn health
of their communities.
Toxic substances can be found in households, agriculture and industry. And once
they've been made, they're pretty hard to clean
up. The best plan is to learn to live without
them.

Inside: germ phobia
reg.
$150

ABSOLUTELY NO INITIATION FEE... EVER!
• Step Aerobics
• Body Sculpting
• Interval Training
• Awesome Abs II
• Body Composition Testing

PllIIII PONIIfIINIl
_WDIIYMING
AU Seats Reserved

FBI * MAY 4 * 8PM
CITY HAll AIDIITDRIUM

TICkets IvaH.tIIIlt ... ToCkelJon
Record EIlchange

Of

Portland

nRegency

HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT

charge

871-7054

Mlllte Mom swoon.
And maybe win a prizel

Court the approval of your favorite Moms
in Casco Bay Weekly's Classifieds, May 10.
Choose the 40 most appropriate words to let
her know how much you care, and spend only

VOLCANO

SAUCE

The messenger deemed most creative by our
discriminating staff will receive a $25 gift
certificate at one of our favorite stores

$10.

_

. eoncelts

vtn&age ..... co.te.oporary
J.......... "'rllntl oliver,
....tehell _ill

Not For Beginners/

Try our Own Unique
Sweet-hot Volcano Sauce
smothered on our

VOLCANO WINGS
VOLCANO CHICKEN SANDWICH
VOLCANO HADDOCK SANDWICH

auu

SAT-SUN MAT 2.30
SAT-TUES9

r R;}~/lEj

~

[BJ!

WED-SAT 7,9:15
SAT-SUN MAT 1

MUSIC~

. Box

JESSICA I.ANGE
\PG-I~

772·9600

When English surgeon Joseph Lister advanced the "germ theory" of disease in the
1860s, he could never had imagined that he was
germinating a multibillion dollar industry.
In Lister's time, surgery was dangerous: as
many patients died from infections as were
healed by the surgery. Lister began applying
carbolic.acid to exposed wounds while he operated. The strong add killed a fair number of his
early patients, but also killed the germs that
caused infection.
Less than a century later, the relationship
between genns and infection was common
knowledge - and the fear of genus was being
exploited for profit. Magazine and television
commercials promoted germ phobia in order to
sell everything from cleaning products to
mouthwash. Household cleaners, personal-care
products and non-prescription drugs became
big business. Consumers' homes and bodies
became cleaner and shinier than ever before.
But like Lister's acid, the chemicals that
brought shine also brought destruction. The.
production, use and disposal of home chemIcals
has become the most widespread, and least
monitored, source of toxic pollution.
If the stuff under the average kitchen sink
were in a Superfund site, you'd have to wear a
"moon suit" to touch it. Most brands of oven
cleaner, toilet bowl cleaner, drain cleaner, metal
cleaner, mold and mildew cleaner, furniture
polish, floor polish, and carpet shampoo all
contain concentrations of chemicals toxic
enough to hann anyone they come into contact
with.
Other products become more harmful over
time, due to repeated exposure. Air fresheners,
for example, don't really freshen the air. They
cover up offensive odors with stronger ones, or

7 moulton Btreet
portland

The
deadline for
a II messages

of
adoration is
noon,
Monday,
May 7.
Need more
info? Call
Melissa
Johnson at

775-6601.
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Concerned about the envITonmerrr ... frank ana i~
5tella clean up -their lita~ corner oX"the
.... '0

DEDUCTIONS?

Continued from front page

months
only

full
membership

CLEAN
BUT NOT
HEALTHY
Fifth in a 12-part series.

BEFORE YOU HIT THE BgCH!

With Specia' Guests
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In the U.S., 2,400 pounds
of hazardous waste are produced
for every person, every year.
interfere with one's ability to smell by releasing
a nerve-deadening agent.
In addi tion to keeping their homes free of
genns and odors, many consumers further
strive for germ-free, odor-free bodies - an
impossible feat.
While less toxic than household cleaners,
personal care products are often applied directly to the most sensitive areas of people's
bodies. In spite of this direct exposure, the law
does not require anything labeled "cosmetic" to
be tested for safety before it is sold.
Many brands of lipstick, for example, contain
substances known to cause cancer in lab
animals. In addition to being absorbed through
the lips, many people swallow lipstick as they
eat and drink. To a lesser degree, mouthwash,
toothpaste, shampoo, makeup, nail polish, perfume, after-shave, antiperspirant and deodorant

also invade people's bodies. All contain degrees
of toxins.
And while several brands of aerosol hairspray and mousse have begun selling cans
labeled "CFC free" or "Safe for the Ozone
layer," these eco-chic aerosols are no safer at all
for the people using them. In most cases, the
chloroflourocarbon propellant has been replaced with propane, which is only marginally
safer for the atmosphere. Long-tenn exposure
to these gasses - combined with the alcohol,
plastics and fonnaldehyde found in most
hairsprays and mousse - can cause a lung
disease called thesaurosis. The American Lung
Association warns against the use of aerosol
sprays.
But unlike lung disease, the symptoms of
most toxic poisoning are common, and often
misdiagnosed. Ironically, many people treat
frequent headaches and cramps -likely signals
of poor environmental health - by consuming
more chemicals.
Over-the-counter drugs are a multibillion
dollar segment of the chemical industry.
Television ads suggest there's always something wrong. In addition to the traditional
allergies, coughs and colds, modem consumers
are now encouraged to worry about migraine
headaches, irregularity, excess stomach acid,
excess plaque and something called gingivitis.
And the cure for these maladies: more
chemicals. How can anyone be healthy in a
world like this?

ing. Few, if any, are tested for long-term health
risks. Only a handful of well-publidzed exceptions -like Alar - ever receive much scrutiny
beyond the industry. As a result, domesticgrown food is saturated with chemicals about
which very little is known.
Several of the chemicals banned in the US.
are still made here for export to less wealthy
nations - who grow food and sell it back to us.
Because imported specialty food is rarely
tested, it has become a fitting irony that upperclass consumers - who shy from toxins at home
and profit from them abroad - end up eating
them in exotic fruits and coffee.
Existing technologies could cut worldwide
pesticide use in half within a decade, according
to estimates by the Worldwatch Institute. But
government policies discourage adaptation of
these polides. By failing to make industries pay
the full social costs of pesticide production and
pollution, the US. subsidizes the chemical
industry.
In the Third World, long on the brink of
mass starvation, many governments directly
subsidize the myriad of pesticides, fertilizers
and other chemicals. India is one example. DDT
and benzene hexachloride, both banned in the
U.S. and most of Europe, account for threequarters of the pesticides used in India. Tens of
thousands of Indians are poisoned annually by
these pesticides. Although less dramatic, these
deaths far outnumber the 2,300 who were killed
tragically by the 1984 gas leak at Bhopal.

Outside: pest mania

Unseen: beginnings and ends

Like the surgeon Lister, Swiss chemist Paul
Muller had no idea how his discovery of DDT
would change history.
By the time he was awarded the Nobel Prize
in 1948, Muller'S insecticide had spared Allied
troops from insect-borne diseases and helped
them win World War II; by the time the U.S.
banned the chemical in 1972, the bald eagle had
been pushed to the brink of extinction and
fanning had been revolutionized.
Prior to the 1940s, fanners relied on a combination of mechanical, chemical and biological
means to reduce the damage pests did to their
crops. DDT, and the river of chemicals that
followed it, changed that. Fanners now rely
principally on chemical controls. In the U.s.,
where pesticide use tripled between 1965 and
1985, an estimated 70 percent of all cropland
receives some dosage of pestiddes.
Although many of those chemicals were
thought to degrade in soil, a growing number
of people are becoming exposed to pesticides in
their drinking water. While industrial effluent
continues to dominate the spotlight, more
stream pollution comes from fanns. The EPA
has estimated that less than 10 percent of
stream pollution comes from industry. Fully 65
percent is non point source pollution, most of it
runoff water from agricultural fields.
But the most serious exposure most people
face is the accumulative effect of eating pesticide-laden food for a lifetime. Pesticides have
become to the outdoors what home cleaning
and health care products are to the indoors.
Government testing of these chemicals lags
far behind corporate development and market-

"Better Things for Better Living... Through
Chemistry." For years, that was how DuPont
billed itself. And chemistry did fill the world
with new things, multiplying like radioactive
rabbits. Today, the average horne shelves more
chemicals than a chemist's lab did at the tum of
the century - from plastics and pesticides to
Spandex and birth control pills.
Production of everything rose dramatically
during the last four decades, but production of
chemicals rose even faster. While US. economic
activity quadrupled between 1945 and 1985, the
annual production of synthetic organic chemicals rose 1S-fold - from 6.7 to 102 million metric
tons a year - according to World watch Institute.
Chemical production outstripped everything
else because chemicals are made not only to be
consumed, but also in the making of most other
consumer gOOds. It comes as no surprise that
chemicals are used in the manufacture of
plastics and home chemical products. But even
simple materials - like paper and wood require dramatic amounts of toxic chemicals to
be produced.
So while the average American personally
generates an estimated 160 pounds of household hazardous waste each year; EPA estimates
suggest that the economy as a whole produces
2,400 pounds of hazardous waste per person,
per year.
Industrial waste, the lion's share of what's
reported, is beginning to be monitored much
more closely than it used to be. But while
surface dumps and lagoons are becoming rare,
Continued on page 8

TIME?

PROBLEM!
Citibank has rmney to
lend: new tax-saving
Homeowner Loans •••
even homeowners
with little equity
can qualify.
Introducing Preferred Line and
Preferred Loan
• Both require
little equity'
• Bolh give you
loan approval in
as IiUle as three
business days
• Money saving
closing cost options
In 1990, only 10% of the
interest on unsecured
:
personal loans may be
deductible-and by 1991 , even that deductibility
will be completely eliminated. But there is a way
to deduct up to 100% of the Interesl on a personal
loan-a home equity loan. Preferred Line and
Prelerred Loan may provide i nterest~deductlble'
tax breaks to all qualified homeowners. no matter
how you use the money.

Free Gift Offer
Pick up a free copy of J.K. Lasser s'· Personal
Tax Strategies 1990 1 Just bring thiS ad to any
Citibank branch and get started on your 1990
tax deductions. But hurry, supplies are limited
'Home equity IS not reqUIred to quahfy lot tfle Pretef!l~d line and Pre!CI,ed
Loan Irrlere~1 on up 10 $100.000 of nome eqUIty Indebtedness ,!; gene,ally
deductible, but only 10 the extenllhalloans secured by yoor home dO not
f'l(Ceed lit. value See your lax adlll$Of for deta,ls

CITIBAN(O
Cltlbank (Maine). N.A.

Portland

South Portland

Falmouth

Northgale

M,IlCreek

362 Allen Avenue

170 Ocean Street

200 U S Aoute One
781-4292

871l ·8655

767-5573

Portland

South Portland

DownlO'Nn Route One

Old Port
176 MIddle Streel

MaIne Mall
100 Faden Road
761-2620 or
1-800-852-5333
lin Maine onlyl

102 LaFayette Center
985-4731

761 5926

Kennebunk
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GERALDINE
ANTIQUEWOLF
&rESTATE JEWELRY
1\Jes. - SaL 11 S
26 MILK STREET
PORTLAND. MAINE 04101
207·774 ·899 4

·EVANS·
GALLERY·

A FINE ART PHOTOGRAPHY GALLERY

-Robert S. RichfieldThe Pleasure of
Being, The Pleasure
of Seeing
Color Photograph. from
Provence. & Cote cI'Azur
Through June 2, 1990

7 Pleasant Street
Portland, ME • 879-0042

....

many generators of industrial waste are disposing of it in deep injection wells. These wells
pump toxins deep underground, far below the
lowest aquifer in use. The theory is that because
the toxins are heavier than water, they will stay
down there:
Since household waste is not regulated, it's
not known exactly how much is being thrown
out. But since almost none of it is being disposed of legally, most of it enters the air
through incinerators, streams and coastal
waters through sewage treatment plants, and
groundwater through landfills and illegal
dumping.
Dumping any toxins - household, agricultural or industrial- without neutralizing them
first can be a disaster. This lesson washed
ashore in Casco Bay after a Norwegian oil
tanker left 100,000 gallons of Texaco fuel oil in
Hussey Sound, between Peaks and Long
islands. Like a B-movie, that thick, gooey oil
kept returning from the deep.
Efforts to clean up the spill came to a standstill less than a week after the July 1972 disaster,
because authorities could find no place to put
the mountains of oil-soaked hay, sand and
seaweed they were collecting. Weeks later, they
found a commercial dump in Gray that would
take it.
But that dump site began leaking just a few
years later, when Texaco's oil and other chemicals poisoned the aquifer beneath it. The town
of Gray closed the McKin dump in 1979. The
site was added to the Superfund list, and the
feds spent most of the '80s digging up the
dump for incineration and shipment to yet
another toxic dump in Illinois.
Although that dump hasn't yet shown any
problems, some of the wastes removed from
other Superfund sites have already been found
contaminating the supposedly safe diSposal
sites where they were deposited - suggesting
that while toxins can be moved around forever,
once produced they can never be completely
cleaned up.

Beautiful Moms
Deserve Beautiful Gifts
Let us help you select
a loving gift for
Mother's Day

Monday-Saturday 10-6
Sunday 12-5

american crafts
.g E.xchange Street, Purtlano, ~Iainc O-l!O1 (107) 772·4flflO

fl

~lcKo\\'n

Street. Boothbay lIarbor,

~Iaine

O-lS.1fl (207) 6.1.:1·2 J 66

The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of prints pJus
Free film every day of ihe week!
Pictures bring it home.
Two convenieni locations:

30

Cill Cenler. Porl/lIlld • 772-7296
71 ·US Rowe I. Scarbol1JlIgh • 883-7363

"Better living" has outpaced better judgement.
The chemical industry claims there are 70,000
synthetic chemicals in use around the world,
most of them cooked up since World War II.
Because there has not been time to assess their
long-term effects, almost everything known
about hazardous waste is learned only after it
causes a disaster.
What isn't known about toxic chemicals
outnumbers what is. Of 48,500 toxic chemicals
listed by the EPA, the U.S. National Research
Council estimates that no information exists for
more than three-quarters of the chemicals on
the EPA list.
"The lesson is plain," writes ecologist Barry
Commoner in Greenpeace magazine. "Pollution
prevention works; pollution control does not.
Only where production technology has been
changed to eliminate the pollutant has the
environment been substantially improved.
Where it remains unchanged, where an attempt
is made to trap the pollutant in an appended
control device - the automobile's catalytic
converter or the power plant's scrubberenvironmental improvement is modest to nil.
When a pollutant is attacked at the point of
origin, it can be eliminated. But once it is
produced, it is too late."
.
In the '90s, better living must be had WIthout
chemistry. There are alternatives. A few are
listed in the story at left, more can be found in
booklets like "Home Safe Home" and "The
World is Full of Toxic Waste: Your Home
Shouldn't Be." Both are available free from the
Natural Resources Co.uncil of Maine. Call 1-800287-2345.
Because home toxins pollute three timesonce when they're manufactured, once when
they're used and again when they're disposed
of - every product spared triples the environmental savings. Household toxins will never
score the drama of industrial spills. But the
consumers who buy and use them assume the
same responsibility.
Monte Paulsen is Editor of Cascc Bay Weekly. Like toxins,
he is easy to move around but hard to clean up.
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HOURS: 1-6PM
SPECIAL RECEPllON TUESDAY 6-8PM
105 EXCHANGE SlREET, PORTlAND
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Ten ways to reduce
your home toxic use
Spilling a little Lysol down the drain is
like peeing in the pool - everybody thinks
they're the only one. But those spills add
up. The best plan is not to buy the stuff in
the first place. Here's how:

6. Pump, don't spray

1.

8. Assault, end battery

Dry cleaning is a major source of pollution in every community. Avoid clothes
that must be cleaned this way. At home, use
detergents that don't contain phosphates.

Americans toss out 2.5 billion disposable
batteries a year, which contain 50 percent of
the mercury and 25 percent of the cadmium
used in the U.s. Those heavy metals taint
every landfill and incinerator in the country. Use hand tools and toys. Where you
must use batteries, use rechargeable ones
that last longer.

Cats kill mice. Bats eat mosquitos. Chili
powder kills ants. There are hundreds of
natural, non-toxic ways to control pests.

Image Services: Video Image Hairstyling' Complete

7. Paint clean

Hairstylrng Services' Professional Color Analysis. Color Psychology
Readings. PersonalIty Expression' Wardrobe Consultations' Makeup
Consultations & Lessons· AVEDA & PAUL MITCHELL PRODUCTS

Relaxation Choices: Flotation Tank· Hypno-Peripheral
ProceSSing Tapes' Light & Sound Machine· Facial Accupressure
• Massage Therapy • Aromatherapy Treatments
HOURS: Monday & Saturday 9:30-5
Tuesday- Friday 9:30-7:30

Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center

854-1365. by appointment
1 2 Westbrook CUl11Il1on
Westbrook, ME 04092

ffi I I t.::.'d
VI'"

9. Don't dump
Neither your toilet, your trash nor your
backyard is the place for your household
hazardous waste. Use up or give away what
you can. Call your city or town hall or the
Natural Resources Council of Maine (6223101) for more information about what to
do with the rest.

10. TIme travel
5. Cats and bats

164 Middle Street Portland • 773-3760

All aerosols - even the ones labeled
"CFC free" - threaten the health of the
planet and the lungs of those who use them.
Non-aerosol alternatives exist for most
aerosol products. (Besides, hairspray is
really tacky.)

2. Say goodbye to dry

Say no to legal drugs, the production and
disposal of which pollutes your environment. These over-the-counter remedies,
meanwhile, just pollute you.

*

Our first GRAND PRIZE is an overnight stay in Boston,
and Dinner for Two at the Boston Oyster Club

Americans use more than three million
gallons of paint a day. The makers of oilbased paints include some of the worst
polluters in the country, and the paints
contain heavy metals and require volatile
solvents for cleaning. Use latex, and dispose
of the rest properly.

4. Just say no

Wednesday and Sunday 9p.m. - Last Call
Present an employee ch'OCk stub from any (;reater Portland resta ....ant and get

* PRIZES *

There are safe alternatives for every toxic
cleaning solution. "I do all my cleaning
with a squirt bottle of SO/SO vinegar and
water, liquid soap, and a can of nonchlorine
scouring powder," claims homemaker
Debra Lynn Dadd in her excellent handbook "The Nontoxic Home." (St. Martin's/
New York)

Pesticides are the largest single unmonitored source of toxic pollution. As long as
people will buy pesticide-laden food,
farmers will grow it. Support growers who
don't use toxic chemicals by buying their
food.

Restaurant Employee
Appreciation Nights!
1/2 Price Appetizers
Discounted Drinks
Pitchers of Margaritas

1. Spit and shine

3. Eat organic

RAW BAR & GRILL

People got along for centuries without
using hazardous substances. To learn how
they did it, just utilize your local time
traveler: ask an elderly person how they
managed.
Monte Paulsen
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Rock & roll
confidential

ITIS 2:00 AM.

DO YOU

By Dave Marsh

KNOW

One of the most frequently used arguments
in favor of labelling rock records is the "success" of the movie industry's rating system.
But Phil Alden Robinson, director of "Field Of
Dreams,"demolished that idea with his Mar. 14
letter to The New York Times. "As for [thel
statement that 'movie ratings are helpful in
deciding which films to see and which to
avoid: we only have to look at current films to
see the fallacy there. "Born On The Fourth of
July," "Glory," "Enemies," "A Love Story,"
"Roger and Me," "Camille Claudel" and "My
Left Foot" are all rated R, the same rating as
mindless, violent or vulgar exploitation films.
How does this help anyone decide what films
to see or avoid?" As for the contention that
ratings do not limit the range of artistic expression in American movies, Robinson added, '1
suggest he speak with the innumerable
directors and producers who had to recut films
by direction of the Ratings Board."

WHERE

YOUR
GRILLED

SAIMON

The day their parents died, they made apromise to stay together.
To the Cunis Brothers, that promise means everything.

IS?

OUTSIDERS

Lza does. She knows
where you can find
Pecan YaYas with
Ginger Custard Sauce.

fxecutive Produced by francis fmll Coppola

Liza serves food people
dream about when most
people are doing just
that.
Come find what you've
been missing. Maybe
she can even help you
find that stray sock.
Only at Liza's.

Sunday 7:00 pm

PORTLA.ND

SWINGWITH

LiZIS

r~l
Late Night Lounge 25 Forest Ave
Wed/lbu 5-1am FrVSat 5-3am
next to Zootz

The

,

5~at

~ftTLRlftL
O~JLCTS
Records,
Tapes
and
CD's

•

I-

PQOM
-1990
An eclectic collection of wearables
from thiS century for men & women.

484 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
774-1241 0 Spring hours:
Monday-Saturday 10:30-5:00

THE RED
LIGHT REVUE
SHEDULE OF A FEW OF OUR
EVENTS
• MAY 26·
Town of Jackson. N.H.
Q.uacktIIIlon Duck Race
Eagle Mt. House
• MAY 31·
Old Orchard Summer
Klck-off Bash
Mr. Good 8;us

·,UNE 8·
Noontime Concen-WMGX
Monument Square
oJUNI9 o
Black Cat Ball-Sonesta Ho~1

.,UNE 15 0
Cape E.IIzabeth·s
Fort Williams
Family Fun Day

·,UNE 16 •
In Concert with
Texas Tenor Sax Giant
'oe Houston ~ Raoul's
• JULY 7 0
Summer Cruise '90
with Casco Bay Unes

NOW ON

SALE!

6.99 Lp/Cass.
11.99cD
See Michelle
Shocked
LIVE at City Hall,
Friday, May 4

7:00~11:00

• JULY 8 0
Concert on the Green
Newport. RJ. 6:00~:00

OTHER DATES
May 1
May 2
May 5
May 9
May 12
May 16
May 18 . 19
20

Evt. Sam06et, Rockland, private
Raoul's DaII:t Party
Evt. Sonest!, priv~
Raoul's DaII:t Party
Eft. Mlchel's, privaJ!
Raoul'1 D?IU Party

~, II~·~;-)~

<>~..c;;::::::;
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
Fabulous Food • MarClaritas

from south of the border
from out M this world
OPEN 1 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri.
242 St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 814-6444

RECORDS, TAPES, CDs· VIDEOS

• TID Juan's CONCORD, NH

.. Margarita's ORONO, ME

'fU·XAN
Aft Ylrk Harbor Iru1

EVERY WEDNESDAY AT RAOUL

883.2802

...

Oscar ceremonies in Los Angeles, more than 50
homeless people from around the country
(including Flint) surprised Moore as he
emerged from his car in a tux and tennis shoes,
presenting him with the "First Annual People's
Award." Does this give anyone ideas for next
year's Grammies?
• Ontario (Canada) music retailer Martin
Herwg was cited for violating Sunday blue
laws which hold that music is not "educational, recreational, or for amusement." Herzog
had offered $100 worth of CDs to anyone who
can help him explain to the judge that "music
is entertainment."

Hometaplng tips

• Ruben Blades Y Son Del Solar... Live!
(Elektra) - One of the world's great bands
backs one of the world's great singers in their
natural element. The intros are bilingual, the
lyrics are in Spanish (including an unbelievably hot "El Padre Antonio" and "Pedro
Navaja," the "Jungleland'~ of salsa), but the
music's in music, with no need of translation,
unless you need somebody to tell ya why yOUT
butt's shakin'.
• On The Horizon, Tashan (OBR/CBS)Starts with "Black Man," in which Tashan says
to a welfare worker who tells him his kids can't
have any food: "Well, then, just give me my
freedom." He spends the rest of the album
Baseball rap
looking for it,
At 6-5,250
reaching into
pounds, sports
Marvin Caye's
anchor Chris
"WharsGoing
Berman of ESPN is
On" for inspiraalso the biggest
tion and instrurock critic in
mentation but
America, nosing
going beyond it
out John Rockwell
too. Avery
of the New York
impressive debut.
Times and Greg
• The Caution
Sandow of EnterHorses, Cowboy
tainment Weekly.
Junkies (RCA) And now that
LikeWaylon
baseball season has
Jenni ngs classic
finally started
"Dreaming My
again, rock & roll
Dreams," this
fanatic Berman is
album slow
back at his spedances with
cialty: Hanging
country music in
bizarre nicknames
the middle of the
on ballplayers.
room and then
Many of them
goes off in the corner to talk to itself. Irs worth
come from rock. They range from obvious
the trouble to get in on the conversation.
(Jerry "Ike and Tina" Turner) to clever (Ozzie
• "Livin' On The Edge Of The Night," Iggy
"Like A" Virgil) to inspired (Joaquin 'The
Pop (Virgin America) - Like all Motor City
Dog" Andujar). And there's the occasional
rock maniacs, Don Was must have dreamed
masterpiece, such as Jim "Two Silhouettes On"
daily of what he could do if only he could get
Deshaies. Berman dispenses the nicknames at
his hands on 199y. Among other things, he gets
lightning speed while flawlessly narrating
him together with an authentic bunch of
highlight footage so, even though his heart is
session rockers, featuring drummer Kenny
obviously with pop and classic rock, he
Aronoff. The result is Pop in the real world,
deserves honorable mention as a rapper.
almost too powerful to take.
Ballplayers return the favor by giving Berman
• Sylvester: The Original Hits (Fantasy)nicknames, the best of which so far is '1'11
Trained as a gospel diva, produced by Harvey
Never Be Your Beast Of" Berman.
Fuqua, Sylvester brought falsetto disco to its
peak. And as a cross-dresser, he made the N.Y.
Pop life
Dolls look like the amateurs they were.
• Secretary of State James Baker spends a
lot of time in Europe promoting "freedom."
Pump up the volume
But you have to wonder how Mr. Baker
Shooting has just finished on a Hollywood
defines the word when you consider that his
movie about pirate radio called "Pump Up the
wife Susan sits on the board of Focus of the
Volume." Directed by Alan Moyles, "Pump"
Family, which distributes tapes that accuse
tells the story of Arizona high school kids who
Hollywood of producing movies that "sensabuild their own radio station and wind up
tionalize" the Holocaust, and also sends out
getting busted. The movie ends with the hero,
literature warning of "the danger of dating
played by Christian Slater, being dragged
non-Christians." To top it off, FOF is boycottaway by the FCC, shouting. "FOT $300, you can
ing Sears and K-Mart for selling rap music, and buy a radio station at Radio Shack!"
continues to distribute copies of the Readers
'That's right," we can hear Dewayne
Digest article that fraudulently claims Bruce
Readus saying. Readus, of Springfield, llL,
remains on the air seven nights a week despite
Springsteen endorsed the PMRC.
• There were no hysterical headlines about
a threat from the FCC to arrest him and silence
concert violence on Mar. 31 when a wellthe station. Readus, whose slogan is "Don't
dressed man pulled out an automatic weapon
complain, get a tran~rnitter," vows that, if
at a Raphael show in Miami and killed a
busted, he will ask Amnesty International to
woman before driving off in his Mercedes.
declare him a political prisoner. (Fittingly,
Gerardo Balmaseda was eventually apprerapper Tone Loc - frequently heard on Zoom hended, almost within earshot of the kangaroo
headlined an Amnesty show in Daytona Beach
courtrooms of Florida where rap music is
during spring break.) Readus also stars in a
new home video that explains how to pump
being outlawed.
• There was an uproar when Michael
up the volume with your own radio station. He
Moore wasn't nominated for an Academy
says Christian Slater got the cost almost exactly
Award. His comedy /horror film "Roger and
right. (333 N 12 St. Springfield IL 62702, 217Me" tells the story of a fruitless attempt to get
527-1283).
General Motors chainnan Roger Smith to visit
CM-devastated Flint, Michigan. Filmmakers
and critics signed a letter of protest. But Amer- Dave Marsh says, "Don't complain, publish a I!eWsldfer." Rock & RoU Confidmtial subscriptions are S24 a
ica's homeless, the end product of GM's
year from Box 15052, Long 8eDch, CA 90815
policies, weren't to be outdone. At the Mar. 26
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SWITCHING TO COMPACT DISC?
Sound Alternatives, Portland's newest music store,
wants to make the switch easier. We'll pay you $ for
those old albums and tapes. And we offer you a
great selection of low priced CDs

Isn't It Time
To Get
Mom a
New Bike?
Put Mom on a new bike for
Mother's Day!
Prices start at

$195
SUMMER HOURS:
Monday - Friday 10-6
$aturday 10-5

76 Portland Street, Portland, Maine (207) 773-6906

Living in
Cotnfort
Discover how healthy
and comfortable your
feet can be in original
Birkenstoek footwear. And discover the fresh new
look of Birkenstoek - sandals and shoes in exciting
new colors and styles

Bi.-kenuoc:k·

Wi lllsA1·rol

L

337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine· 207-773-6601
Huge Il'1\Iootory, expert fitting, mailorder nationwide, complete repair 8ervice.

"Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear"

FANTASTIC CLUB SALE
oStarter sets for men.ladies and juniors:
right and left handed from $8?,.99
oMens Dunlop "Cannon Advance set.
piece set with graphite driver Reg. $650.00
Clearance Sale Price $399.00
......iIIiU~
(only lour sets available)
oLadies Jan Stephenson "Jan 101" Model Set
(New lor1990) Reg. $317.00
Metal Woods 1-3·S Irons 4-9,PW
Sale Price $199.99
.Putters, Putters, Putters Famous maker putters
Sale priced from $24.99
"Ping" Style brass head putters Only $19.99
GOLF BAG BARGAINS
oFamous maker lightweight wide wheel g..olf cart
(3 year warranty) Reg. $70.00
Sale $49.95
GOLF BAll SPECIALS
oSpaulding "Top Rite II"
15 ba\l value pack
Sale Price $16.95 ea.
While supplies last,
no coupon required
MENS AND lADIES
GOLF APPAREL
oHeritage
a\l weather
golf glove
Re . $8.00
Sale $5.§9 each

~
•
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~
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MANY OTHER
IN-STORE SPECIALS
LOOK FOR mE RED TAGS!

MAINE

GOLF~op

• Nothing to hide: ''Unseen
Dimension in Landscape
Architecture" is a talk given by
Morgan Wheelock at 7:30 p.m.
at the Portland Museum of
Art, Congress Square, Portland. Wheelock - whose own
projects include the U.S.
Memorial Garden at the Battle
of Normandy in Caen, France
and the Massachusetts Horticultural Society Botanical
Gardens in Boston - will
address preserving the natural
landscape while adjusting it to

people's needs. The talk will
be illustrated with slides of
projects ranging from Englishstyle country estates to Maine
seacoast residences. The
lecture is free and open to the
public, but seating is limited.
For more information, call 7756148.

• Fake it: Thomas Hoving,
former director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art and
editor of Connoisseur magazine, claims that 60 percent of
the art he has seen for sale
over the years is fake. With
this statement he challenged
museums to produce an
exhibit to educate the public
about forgeries and the result,
"Artful Deception: The Craft
of the Forger," opens today at
the Portland Museum of Art.
The exhibit was organized by
the Walters Art Gallery in
Baltimore and includes forgeries, comparative works that
are genuine and works
whose authenticity is still
in question. "Renaisll:~~~~ sance" jewelry by
Reinhold Vasters is included in the exhibit.
Vasters, a 19th
century goldSmith,
forged the Metropolitan Museum
of Art's
"Rospigliosi
Cup," which
until recently

~3?P~was thought to

..

be by the Renaissance
sculptor Benvenuto

Cellini. Four of Portland's
mistaken treasures will join
the exhibit, including three
painting which were thought
to be by Renoir and another,
"La Giocanda," which had
been attributed to Leonardo da
Vinci. The exhibit continues
through July 1.
• Sam Shepard doesn't fake it.
His play, "A Ue of the Mind,"
o~ tonight. It portrays a
couple in a violent relationship
and their families' response to
the violence. The Port Star
Production is directed by Sam
Pennington and features an
ensemble of eight local players: Bob Colby, Daniel Dunn,
Jill Van Note, Mark Mannette,
Oaudia Hughes, Ann Bottoms, Carl Brewer and Koko
Keller. Performances are this
weekend and next, Friday-Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday
at 3 p.m. at Mad Horse Theatre, 955 Forest Ave., Portland.
Tickets are $10. For more
information, call 775-0514.

• Bird walking: OrnitholOgists
just testing their wings and
people who know a finch from
a pheasant all are invited to
join the Maine Audubon
Society's Saturday morning
bird walks. Walks are given in
various locations in the
Greater Portland area and
begin at 7 a.m. The first walk
of the season is today at
Mackworth Island and led by
Chris Huntington. The schedule of the remaining walks is
as follows: May 12, Calgary
Cemetery; May 19, Evergreen
Cemetery; May 26, TBA; June
2, Biddeford Pool; June 9,
Crescent Beach; June 16,
Mackworth Island; June 23,
Scarborough Marsh; and June
30, TBA. For more information, call the Maine Audubon
Society at 781-2330.
• The Silos, Walter SalasHumera's and Bob Rupe's
progressive rock band, are
back in town for a show at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. For some bizarre
reason, even with the band's
recent fame, they're still in the
clubs and tickets are still under
$10. For more information, call
773-6886.

cultural and economic forces
at work in the USSR. "Inside
Gorbachev's USSR" airs at 9
a.m. on cH:annel26.

• Jung at heart? Dr. William
D. Geoghegan, chair of the
Religion Department at Bowdoin College and teacher at
Brunswick's c.J. Jung Center,
speaks on "Jung Psychology
and the Spiritual Problem of
Our Time" at 4 p.m. at the
General Theological Center,
159 State St., Portland. His talk
will address three pointd: the
essential structure of Jung
psychology in the context of
contemporary philosophy and
religion, the spiritual problem
of our time and the response of
Jung psychology to it?
Goeghegan's lecture is free
and open to the public. For
more information, call 8742214.
• More than 100 strong: The
119 members of the Portland
Community Chorus under the
direction of Daniel Junken
perform Ralph Vaughn Williams' "Fantasia on the Old
104th Psalm'Tune," as well as
works b Holst, Elgar and
Purcell. The chorus will be
accompanied by Judith
Quimby, Portland's municipal
organist Ray Cornils and PSO
percussiOnist Nancy Smith.
The concert is at 4 p.m. at
Woodfords Congregational
Church, 202 Woodfords St.,
Portland. Tickets are $7 for
adults, $5 for students and
seniors. For more information,
call Ervin Kimball at 892-9437
or Blake Ellis at 767-2260. (See
TUNES on page 15.)
• And still going strong: The
Kinks take the stage at 7:30
p.m. at Morrell Gymnasium,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Tickets are $16 for the public
and are available at the Events
Office, Moulton Union at
Bowdoin. For more information, call 725-3151.

• Behind a sheer Iron Curtain:
A Monday night series on
public television takes an
inside look at the Soviet Union
under Mikhail Gorbachev.
Tonight's episode "Comfortable Lies, Bitter Truths" looks
at the social, demographic,

• Portland's newly appointed
municipal organist (Portland's
one of the only cities to have
one) Ray Cornils leads a
concert of music for organ and
brass. Cornils and members of
Portland Brass Quintet and
Musica Tricinia perform works
by Gabrieli, Handel, R. Strauss
and Widor at 7:45 p.m. at
Portland City Hall Auditorium. The concert is free and
open to the public, but organ
donations are encouraged
(donations for the upkeep of
the city's organ will be accepted).
• Up through the mid-19th
century, Portland was called
Forest City. This may be hard
to believe now, but a new
group is forming to buy and
protect what remains of Portland's forest and open space.
The first meeting of Forest
City Land Trust is at 7:30 p.m.
in Stroudwater Baptist
Church, 1729 Congress St.,
Portland. A representative
from the Maine Coast Heritage
Trust, an umbrella group of
land trusts in Maine, will talk
about land trusts in general
and Dean Smith of the National Park Service will talk
about the proposed Fore River
Trail Project.

• New Zealand filmmaker
Vincent Ward (''The Navigator") directed "Vigil," a movie
seen through the eyes of a 12year-old girl whose father falls
to his death and who seeks
solace in the valleys and hills
around her. Her mother hires a
farm hand, who threatens the
young girl's memory of her father. Ward's movies are
visually hypnotic and magical
and, unfortunately, little seen.
"Vigil" is being shown today
at 3:30 and 8 p.m. in Kresge
Auditorium, Visual Arts

Friday, /.J-cy 11, 8:00 PM
Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Avenue
Tickets $13. Coil 774-Q.465
Also avoilable at Amadeus
Music and Gallery Music.
with support from ~

W;y;-;j

FROM All

11111)11 JI'J I~ II il III ~D
Exhibition Kitchen

All Tickets $10.00

Means Scrumptious
Cuisine Prepared
before your Eyesl

Sealing now available by popular
demand!

----------_._-166 Cumberland Ave· Portland
36 MARKET ST. • PORTLAND • 773-4500

Call 774-7414

Performed at
The Mad Horse Theater
988 Forest Ave.
PORT' STAR
:RODUCTIONS

~

Tickets:
778-0814

• Benjamin Britten's "Friday
Afternoons" is the featured
work in a concert by The Boy
Singers of Maine. The choir
will also perform pieces by
Bach and Hammerschmidt.
Ben Noyes, who won the
PSCYs Young Artist Concerto
Competition, performs Variations on a Rococo Theme by
Tchaikovsky. The concert is at
7:30 p.m. at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202

•

SAM SHEPARD

7:30 pm M;:~8,11,la
3:00pm
6,13

• More movies: Alfred
Hitchcock's "fo Catch a Thief"
is the first in the Portland
Museum of Art's movie series.
"Thrills and Chills," which
coincides with the "Artful Deception" exhibit (see May 4).
Other films in the series
include James Ivory's "Hullabaloo Over Georgie and
Bonnie's Pictures," John
Huston's ''The Maltese Falcon.," Bergman's ''The Magician" and George Cukor's
"Gaslight." "To Catch a Thief"
stars Cary Grant as a retired
jewel thief and shows at 7 p.m.
at the museum's auditorium.
Admission is $3.50. For more
information, call 775-6148.
• Architect Alex Krieger who is currently designing the
plan for the re-use of land
above the reconstructed
Central Artery in Boston,
among other design projects in
Boston and Cambridgediscusses some of Portland's
design options in a talk "Boston and Portland: Emerging
Portland Design." Krieger's
will focus on the redevelopment of fringe areas like
Marginal Way and the neighborhood around India Street.
The talk is at 5:30 p.m. at the
Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. The lecture, sponsored
by Thomas Moser Cabinet
Makers, is free and open to the
public. For more information,
call Greater Portland Landmarks at 774-5561.

Woodfords St., Portland.
Donations will benefit the
Marston-Kotzschmar Club's
scholarship fund.
• All lot more has been fused
than just jazz and rock. Brave
Combo, known as polka punkers, fuse salsa, rhumba and ska
with sounds from Eastern
Europe. The result? Hear for
yourself. David Byrne liked
them so much he asked them
to play at his wedding. Brave
Combo plays tonight in the
first concert in Portland Performing Arts series Big Sounds
From All Over. Show time is 8
p.m. at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
Ave., Portland. Tickets are $13,
available at Amadeus Music
and Gallery Music in Portland.
For more information, call 7740465.

Women's Forum at USM are
bringing pop and
folk singer Bobbi Carmitchell
to town for a performance at
8:30 p.m. in Luther Bonney
Auditorium, USM Portland.
Tickets .are $8 in advance, $10
at the door. For more infor.ou.vu, call 874-6593.

looking for the
. Mona lisa?
You'll find
someonewha
looks like her at
the Portland
Museum of Art.
See May 4.

returns
to
Portland
May 12:.
• On your toes: Classical, neo-classical and
modem dance styles
are all represented at
the spring performance of American
Ballet East. Artistic director Linda MacArthur
Miele choreographed two
pieces in the neo-classical style
of George Balanchine: "American Patchwork," set to the
music of Brubeck and Gershwin and another dance choreographed to the music of
English composer Benjamin
Britten. Principal dancer Sara
Whale choreographed a
modem piece to the music of
Telemann and a more traditional, classical style ballet
piece to Mendlessohn's Violin
Concerto. American Ballet
East dances to the music of a
live orchestra, comprised
of 18 strings and a piano.
Performances are at 4
and 8 p.m. at the State
Street Church, 159
State St., Portland.
For more information, call
878-3032.
• The
Women's
Music
Co-Op
and
the

The Silos
are back.
See May S.

Am.erican
Renaissance·
Theater

A PLAY IN THREE ACTS
BY

ofTexas'
Outrageous Polkaholics

Center, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Admission is free.

Shakespeare Study
OFFERING BREAKFAST & UJNQI
Monday· Friday 7am·4pm
Saturday 8am-3pm
Featuring New Vegetarian Specials
and Old Favorites

772-0702 • 591 Congress St.
across from Portland Museum of Art

--<""''TV or 1 a1.",..-

A comprehensive class for voice
and speech development, text
analysis and performance of
Shakespeare's work.

•
For enrollment information
please call: 871-9325
American Renaissance Theater
James Hoban, Artistic Director

,
May 3 - HIGH RYDER
May 4, 5 - REVOLUTION
May 9 - JIM JOSE

.... MOIIDAY .IIHTS ....
MEIIS IIIIHTS

free pool, darts. ping-pong tourneys.
sports trivia. happy hour prices

UVE REMOTE with WHYR, R96
Tuesdays: Ladles Night With R96 Live Remotes
Wednesdays: Solo Performer In the Pub
Happy Hour, Mon.-Sat. 4·7
Free Pool & 90C Domestic Beer

Cover
10

come kick-off LIVE THURSDAYS at ZOOTZ
wit h

the ultimate dance b a n cI

.~
~...

thursday may 10
$5
21+ 9pm
coming may 16
WMPG WOR LD BEAT WEDNESDAY
Reggae • African • Ska • Salsa

14

Casco Bay Wukly

1 II

May 3, 1990

CBW LISTINGS

Anglophiles, arise!

L'IS I'
A
l~rtS mUSiCbe ....ceiv.d In wriling by 12 noon Ih. Friday prior to publlcalion.
nn
omer, asco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark SI ...t, Portland 04102
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THURSDAY
5-7 pm

Tex..Mex Night with WMGX
93¢ Specialty Drinks • Dos Equis $1.50

M Spicy Beef

AKE YOUR OWl\.. T
or

1"

Bean Flautas

SILVER
SCREEN

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Join us every week night for
Attitude Adjustment Hour.
Wednesday night is Ladies Night,
well drinks $1.25, aU night!

* S\LUTES

11'''1 IE H.I

NO COVER CHARGE
··,:t·,..
NO JEANS • NO T-SHIRTS • NO SNEAKERS}'~'

At the Corner of Milk & Market Streets

22 oz. Beer S

HAVE YOU HEARD THE
SOUND OF THE PSO
pOPS SERIES Fiddler On the Roof,
Chestnut Brass Company, Great Themes
of the Silver Screen, and Fiedler's
Favorites
ClASSICAL SERIES Brahms ' Symphony

No.2, Beethoven's Symphony No. 7,
Berlioz'S Symphonie Fantastique,
Mahler's Symphony No.5, Verdi's
Requiem, Wagner's Music
the Ring Cycle, Stravinsky's
Rite of Spring with
world-class artists

CANDLELIGHT ""u"I'III~.. 1

LET'S GO!
Please send me
a free '90-91
season packet.

•

Name ______________

City, St ., Zip _____________
Home pnon" ______________
Po ps

ClaSSIcal
Cand lelIght
.- MagiC of C hristmas
St., Portland, ME 04101

All-Baroque concert
with Handel's Water
Music, All·Mozart
concert with
the "Jupiter"
Symphony, plus
musie by
Strauss,Respighi,
Copland and
Joplin .

NEW! Become a
subscriber and
order "Magic
. of Christmas"
tickets now!

All aboard

Ari. Ten directors including Ken Russell,
NICOlas Roeg and Jean-Luc Godard
each directed the ten segments of thi~
movie, which matches familiar operatic arias with unfamiliar interpretations of the stories. 'Rigoletto' is seen
in-a fantasy hotel in California. 'Tristan
and Isolde' many and die in another
hotel.
Clnern. h ..dl_ Giuseppe Tornatore's Academy Award-winning movie
is about growing up and how the icons
created by the cinema have shaped
what we believe in. The rnovie desaibes the life of a small Italian seacoast town centered around the Cinema Paradiso, where people loved, Tile God. Mu.1 B. C..zy II Alhated and played. 'Cinema Paradiso'
though you can't judge a book by its
is nostalgic for the time when movies
cover or a movie by its trailer, it seems
were movies and when people still
that all the same jokes from TGMBC
gathered together in a community.
are rehashed for the sequel. For those
of you who missed the first movie
TGMBC is a funny but patronizing flick
abouttheclash of bushman 's and white
man's cultures in southern Africa.
The Gu.rdlen tame thriller from the
director of 'The Exorcist:
Hunl For Rad Oclober is a reminder
that the puerile conception of U.S. foreign policy promulgated by Reagan
and his cronies lives on. Using commies as bad guys doesn't make a bad
movie, but there needs to be some
action, character and suspense. 'The
Hunt For Red October' had none of
these; it is insipid.
L.U.r 10 the N.xl G.n...tlon:
~I. Dudley Moore plays a
K.nl 51.1. 20 V.... Lat.r Docufrazzled ad executive who is sent to the
mentary by James KIejn ('Seeing Red1
nut house by his co-workers. The movie
returns to Kent State to see what sbJis bad. Neither Moore's benign perdents are doing and what they believe
formance nor Daryl Hannah's vapid
in. World premiere is scheduled on the
performance can save it. The whole
20th anniversary of the anti-war rally at
movie looks as if it was written around
Kent State where four students were
a one-liner.
shot to death by the National Guard.

"Mystery Train," Jim Jarmusch's
third feature film, travels to Memphis, Tenn. It's about Elvis Presleysort of. But it's more about half-real,
half-fantastic place, time and people
that coexist with his legend. "Mystery Train" is composed of three
vignettes, which converge on seedy
hotel in a desolate section of town.
The first vignette, "Far From
Yokohama," revolves around two
young Japanese tourists, who arrive
in Memphis looking for Elvis and
arguing the dichotomies of rockabilly in Japanese: Graceland or Sun
Studios; Elvis or earl Perkins. The
second, "A Ghost." is about Luisa
and DeeDee, the men who are gone
from their lives, and the ghost of
Elvis. The final vignette "Lost in
Space" finds DeeDee's boyfriend
Johnny (a.k.a. Elvis) drunk and despondent. By the time Johnny, his
friend Will Robinson, and DeeDee's
brother Charlie arrive at the hotel in
a pick-up truck, something is going
to happen.
mOVIe IS
Waters' I
set, once again, in Baltimore and stars
At first, "Mystery Train" travels
the new cast of Waters' regulars as
aimlessly and without direction in a
teenagers. Waters keeps some of his
strange, yet familiar America - one
bizarre characters , but has lost all the
we think we know, but not really.
grossness of his eartierfilms. The movie
Jarmusch' s Memphis is empty, like
is about the high school rivalry bethe emptiness of the waterfront or
tween delinquents and squares. The
warehouse district on a Sunday afRomeo-and-Juliet scenario repeats
ternoon. Familiar things like work
itself when a square lIirl (Amy Locane)
and traffic and people don't inhabit
falls for a bad boy (Johnny Depp). lfthe
leading players weren't so cute the
the Memphis of "Mystery Train."
movie would lose its appeal fast. Be
And the people who do inhabit Jarwarned. The kids are always breaking
musch'sdesolatetown seem strange,
into song ; you'lI either love it or hate It.
outside the space-time of our dayDnlplo.. Cowboy is not a gnm
tD-dayexistence.
portrait of drug addiction . Matt Dillon
Once on board, Jarmusch adds
plays Bob Hughes, a drug addict who
details that make sense in a spatial
loots pharmacies to support his habit.
and temporal way. Characters who
Bob, his wife, and another couple roam
came together at random like travelabout the Pacific Northwest, always
one step ahead of the cops. Their
-ing strangers slowly reveal the pasts
vagabond lives recall the days when
that define them. But their lives
bucking the real world was a way ollife.
outside the night in a seedy hotel
But
after one of Bob's cowboys dies of
only bring them to where they end
an overdose and Bob finds himself in
up. And Elvis is everywhere.
the midde of a sheriffs' convention, he
Jarmusch has gathered a great
heads home to clean up his act. What
ensemble of American, British,Japasaves the movie from morbid morality
nese and Italian actors and every
is a willingness to take drug addiction
performance is genuine. Familiar
lightly. Every harsh moment is followed
by a 'hal' because irs all pretty ridicuperformers from Jarmusch's other
lous and doesn't matter much anyway.
films come and go, too. Tom Waits
makes an appearance as an overnight radio OJ. Screamin' Jay Hawkins is the hotel's night clerk. John
Lurie wrote music for the soundtrack, which is combined with bits
and pieces of music by the King
himself, Roy Orbison and other
Memphis greats. Wim Wenders'
cinematographer Robbie Muller who like Jarmusch has a outsider's
eye for the American landscape takes the camera.
There's an appeal to "Mystery
Train" that creates a wanderlust-an
overwhelming desire to hop a train
and see America as Jarmusch sees it. Glory Morgan Freeman and Denzel
Washington star in this movie about
But you might have to hop a train to
the troop of black soldiers who fought
see the movie. "Mystery Train"
for the Union during the Civil War. The
leaves the Nickelodeon May 3, after
graphic
battle scenes never allow you
a brief stop in a town where more
to forget the magnibJde of the war.
people should support independent
Matthew Broderick plays the young
filmmakers when their movies are
man who leads the 54th Regiment with
so graciously screened.
the right amount of uncertainty and
Ann 5itomer
cockiness.

What's Where
General Cinemas
Maine Mall

Maine Mall Road. S Portland
n4- 1022
Tal•• from the DIIrk.ld. U')
1,3:10, 5:20, 7:30. 9:45 (opens May 4)
Spaced Invadere (PO)
12:45, 3,5:1 5,7:35, 9;50
Th_ QuWCI'-n (RI
1. 3:05. 5 :10. 7:15. 9:20

Crazy People (It I
12:45,2:55, 5:05. 7:20,9:45
T. .n.ge Mutant Ninja n.tl .. (PQ)
12:45. 2:55, 5:05, 7:15, 9:25
Pretty Wom.n

un

1:30, 4 :10.7 :25, 9 :50

Hunt For Red October (PC)
1:30, 4 :20,7:1 0, 10
I Love You To D.ath (R)
1:30. 7 ~h 'ough May 3)
N .... on the Run (PG~13)
4. 9:15 (through May 3)

Nickelodeon
TefTlMe and Middle, Portland

n 2·9751
First show Sat·Sun 0Il1y
Gode, Mu" . . erazr II
1:10. 3:55. 7:15.9:35 (opens May 4)

Dnog.t... Cowboy
1:30.3:45.7:25,9:40 (opens May 4)
lIy.t,,!,\, ........

3:55,7: '5, 9:40 (Ih.,oot'" May 3)
Wild Orchid. Itl
1:35. 3:50. 6.45. :10
GIOO')' (It)
1. 4, 1.9;30

Clnetnll P_adl.o
':20, 4 :10, 6:50. 9:25
II, Len Foot (It)
1:15. ... 7:10. 9 :20
Ern ••t Goe. T.... 11 CPO)
3:45.6:30. 8:30 ~h,oogh May 3)

The Movies

Mu.lc Box Jessica Lange pfays a successful courtroom lawyer who defends
herHungarian-born fatherchargedwith
Nazi war crimes. Directed by CostaGavras, the movie explores the lawyers doubts about her falher's innocence.
My L.ft F_t transcends the mush
that usually characterizes movies about
someone overcoming a handicap and
paints a striking portrait of a man struggling with his relationships, with creativity and his own sense of worth. The
movie is based on the autobiography
of the Irish painter and writer Christy
Brown, who had cerebral palsy and
only had use of his left fOOl to create.
Both Hugh O'Connor (as the young
Christy) and Daniel Day Lewis are
superlative in their roles. We identify
with Christy, rather than look down on
him or pity him.
Opportunity J(nocks Dana Carvey
of Church Lady fame stars in his first
movie about a con man who stumbles
into the life of a wealthy businessman.

Pralty WOfNIn Julia Roberts and Richard Gere star in the Pygmalian-type
story about a wealthy businessman
who picks up a prostitute and dresses
her up pretty. The movie has a (ew .
greatiines. but the story's nothing more -----------------------than a be
fairymore
tale.particular
Roberts about
is good;
she
should
scripts.
Gare plays a character he's played too
many times before.
T.I.. from the D.rla". Horror
thriller is based on stories by Stephen
King, Arthur Conan Doyle and Micheal
McDowell and stars Deborah Harry,
Christian Slater and David Johnsen.
T .... Lov. This comedy is set in the
Bronx and is about the wedding plans
of two Italian-American teenagers, their
doubts about themselves and each
other. The director Nancy Savoca's
sli~f-life story turns around the
assumption that men get married because women want them to.
Vigil New Zealand filmmaker Vincent
Ward ('The Navigator') directed this
movie about a 12-year-<>ld girl who
sees her father fall to his death and
seeks solace in the valleys and hills
around her. Her mother hires a farm
hand, who threatens the young girl's
memory of her father. Ward's movies
are visually hypnotic and magical and,
unfortunately, little seen . ('The Navigator- plays at The Movies in June).
Wild Orchid. Mickey Rourke , jacqueline Bisset and nubile Carre Otis
star in this dripping wet love story,
brought to you by the people who
cashed in on '9 and 1/2 Weeks:

10 ElC~~ortla.nd
...... (It)
through May 3 al 7, 9
Lett., to the N.... Q.n.... tlon:

Kent a.t. zo y_ ... Lat.
May 4-8
Fri aI 7-:J{J, 9
Sat-Sun mat at 1
Sat-Tue at 7:30
l'hI. Lov. CIII

May 5-8

Sat-Sun mat at 2:30
Sat-Tue at 9
.......... (PG·13)
May 9-13

Wed-Sal a17. 9:15
Sat-Sun at 1

Cinema City
Westbiook PSaza
854-9116
All limes thro~h Thurldayj call ahead
lor Friday's changes
ery....., (PG-f3)
7.9, weekend mats 1111, 3
0 _ _ Knocko (PG.13)
7.9, W8eMnd mats at 1, 3
Bom on tlMo Fourth of .lulr Iltl
Mon-Thu at 8, Fri-Sat at 7. 9:30
WIld _
.... (H)
7:15.9:15. _ n d mats at 1:15. 3 :15
_ I... III. . D.ley (PG)
7:15.9:15. weekend malS at 1:10, 3:15

Evening Star
Tontile MalI,""9runswick
729·~

PMttr W......n (It I
7 ,9:15

Bowdoin College
Brunswick
725-3151

Viall

May 9. 3:3O'ond 8 pm
Kresge AudilOfium, VIsual Arts Center

At 4 p .m. on Sunday, May 6,
the Portland Comm unity Chorus
will present an evening of English music at WoodfordsCongregational Church. Entitled, ''The
Lyric Composers of England," the
program features Ralph Vaughn
Williams' "Fantasia on the Old
104th Psalm Tune." The Chorus,
directed by Daniel Junken and
accompanied by local amateur
and professional musicians, will
also perform representative
works by Holst,Elgar and Purcell,
as well as late Renaissance and
early Baroque madrigals.
If the name Daniel Junken
seems to ring prodigiously in your
memory, do not be alarmed. Like
the Scarlet Pimpernel, Mr. Junken
is everywhere. He is the organist
and music director of the
Wood fords Congregational
Church, the music director of the
Boys Singers of Maine and the
director of St. Luke's Cathedral
Singers. Mr. Junken, now in his
third season with the PCC, is confident that his audience will enjoy Sunday's program. "One
thing that stands out in rehearsal
is how the chorus has approached
the concert. They positively imbued the work with enthusiasm.
I'm very excited .
"I chose the 'Fantasia on the
Old lO4th' because it's one of my
favorite compositions," he said.
"It sounds good with a large
chorus. It' s an unusual and interesting piece. And it's very English."
The work of Ralph Vaughn
Williams (1872-1958) represents
English music very well. Up to
the late 19th century, European
opinion held that music was a
cosmopolitan art generated from
Italy and Germany. But the Englishfoiksong revival at the turn of
the century inspired composers

Lesbian
and Gay
Film Festival
The first Maine Lesbian and
Gay Film Festival takes place
May 11, 12 and 13. Opening
night features two films "Beyond Gravity" and "Le Jupon
Rouge" May 11, 7 p .m. at the
Portland Museum of Art. Films
and videos will be shown May
12 from noon to midnight and
May 13 from noon to 6 p.m. at
the Portland Performing Arts
Center. Festival Pass (all showings) may be purchased for $30
at Amadeus Music, The Movies and The Whole Grocer.
Tickets for individual showings are $5 each; day passes are
$10 for Friday and Sunday, $15
for Saturday. For more information, call 799-1703.
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...nny .nd lhe Woodmen (rock)
Moose Alley, 46 Market St., Portland.
774-5246.
The W.".b ...k ... (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 7740444 .
Rlc .... rd M...I... (big band music)
Holy Ghost, 29 Exchange, Portland.
773-{)300.
FrI.d Bologna Improv (improv
comedy) Little Willies, 36 Market St.,
Portland. 773-4500.
Polnl 08 (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St .. S. Portland. 767-4627.
High Ryd.r (rock) Shelley's, t 2 lincoln St., Biddeford. 284-9283.

FRIDAY 5.4

"Everything we ate was so delicious ___ ecstasyl"

like Elgar and Vaughn Williams
to forge a national style of formal
composition. Vaughn Williams
himself was very critical of those
who adhered to the cosmopolitan fashion, calling then "trucu"
lent chauvinists" and "lovers of
every country but their own." "If
we have no musical soul of our
own," he wrote, "how can we
appreciate the musical soul of
others?"
In his search for the English
soul, Vaughn Williams followed
folk revivalist Cecil Sharp into
the field to collect traditional
melodies. In 1904, Vaughn Williams edited a common English
hymnal and added to it several
hymns of his own composition.
"Fantasia on the Old 104th Psalm
Tune" comes from this period of
the composer's development.
Ralph Vaughn Williams' criticism of "truculent chauvinist"
applies indirectly here and now. Most of you undoubtedly passed
the long, cold winter with your
favorite compact discs, your
lOoo-watt stereophonic home
entertainment centers with 21band graphic equalization and
the 16-by-20-foot speakers that
miraculously flash many-colored, prismatic lights to the
music. What you seemed to have
missed, mon frere, is that real
people right in your own city
make sweeter music than laser
discs and silicon chips.
Now that spring has sprung,
turn off that electronic behemoth
and comeoutto WoodfordsCongregational Church. For a mere
$7 ($5 for students and senior
citizens) you will hear a fine,
three-dimensional chorus perform the works of several English masters. Come and appreciate the "musical soul" of England in the flesh.
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FRIDAY, MAY 4

SUNDAY, MAY 6

THANK T·BIRDS IT'S
FRIDAY!

HEADLINER COMEDY

$1,25 Corona 4-7pm
SATURDAY, MAY 5

Doors Open at 7:00
Showtime at 8:30

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9

CINCO de MAYO

PH ISH

COME CELEBRATE WffH US!

Tickets $6 advance, $8 door

Dancing to the 50's & 60's

Doors open at 8

Bill Cutlip

HRB (blues/rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 PickettSt.. S. Portland. 767-4627.
R.volutlon (rock) Shelley's, t 2 lincoln St., Biddeford. 284-9283.
Radio Fly... (classic rock) Aqua
Lounge, Short Sands, York Beach. 3637578.

126 North Boyd Street
Portland, ME
773·8040

SUNDAY 5.8
B....dc•• t.r (rock) Old Port Tavern,
1 t Moulton St, Portland. 774-{)444.
Open Mlk. Night Geno's, 13 Brown
St., Portland. 772-7891 .
Acouallc BI_ ...m (blues) 7 pm at
Uncle Billy's, 60 Ocean St., S . Portland. 767-7t t9.
Comedy T-Birds, t26 N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.

MONDAY 5.7
Muslc"ns ".m Mondays at Raoul's,
865 ForestAve., Portland. Free admission, everyone welcome. 773-6886.
Bro.de ••ler (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton SI. , Portland. 774-0444.

TUESDAY 5.8

Duk. Roblfl.rd B.nd (blues) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are
$6. 773-6886.
SCnlHy The C.land My Thre. Son. Red H••v.n(rock)OldPortTavern, 11
Moulton SI., Portland. 774-0444.
(rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial St. ,
F......II. R.fk.ln .nd Shone (improv
Portland. 774-3550.
comedy) Little Willies , 36 Mar1Iet SI. ,
".nny and the Woodm.n (rock)
Moose Alley, 46 Market St., Portland.
Portland. 773-4500.
774-5246.
Th. W.v.b... k ... (rock) Old Port
Tavern , 11 Moulton St. , Portland. 7740444.
Scott O.kl.y Trio Gazz) Little Wi!- Rad Ughl R.vue (r&b) Raoul's, 865
lies ,36MarketSt., Portland 773-4500.
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Point 08 (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Phl.h (rocklfusion) T-Blrds, t 26 N.
Pickett St., S. Portland. 767-4627
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
R.volulion (rock) Shelley's, 12 lin- Rad H••v.n (rock) Old Port Tavern ,
coln St. , Biddeford. 284-9283.
t 1 Moulton SI., Portland. 77 4-{)444.
Swinging Hot Gazz) Little Willies, 36
Mar1Iet SI.. Portland. 773-4500.
"1m
(acoustic) Shelley'S, 12 lincoln St. , Biddeford. 284-9283.
Silo. (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. 773-6886.
".nny .nd lhe Woodm.n (rock)
Moose Alley, 46 Market St., Portland.
774-5246.
Blm Sbl. Blm (ska/reggae) May 10,
Th. Whip, 51. .1 Cow and H••do
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave ., Portland. 773cl.....r (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Com8187.
mercial St., Portland. 774-3550.
...rry ... " W.lk.r (country) May 17,
The Wn.b...k ... (rock) Old Port
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland .
Tavern , 11 Moulton St. , Portland. 774773-6886.
0444.
Scott O.kl.y Trio Gazz) Little Willies, 36 Market St. , Portland. 773-4500.
Rush HourUazz) The Reindeer Room,
upstairs at Hushang 2, t 1 Brown St.,
Portland. 874-9002.
continued on p"ge 16
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UPCOMING

IN TO CHANNEL R, WRAO AT

865 Forest Avenue
SUPPORT LIVE MUSIC IN SOUTHERN MAINE!

865 Forest Avenue
1111. Ticket Info, 773·6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775·2494 "1111
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DANCING

Zootz, 31 Forest. Portland. Thu: house
music and new music; Fri: Post Modem - all ages; Sat: latest dance music;
Sun : request night; Tue: Hip House - all
ages. 773-8187.
The Moon, 425 Fore St. . Portland.
Open nightly . 8 pm on ... No cover.
871-0663.
S.lut••, 20 Milk St., Portland. Open
nighdy until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bounty, 200 Riverside St. , Portland.
Fridays, 18+. Open until 1 am . 7728033.

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.
:MMFFn FfOt? No other radio
station in Portland offers you
the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
information? There'sonlyonechoice.
But you probably know that already.

I
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Portland's NewsfTalk Station
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Wesley Harding and Poi Dog Pondering ioin Shocked in at performance at 8
pm in Portland City Hall Auditorium .
TIckets are available at all Ticketron
locations (Cumbertand County Civic
Center), Strawberries and Record
Exchange in Portland.
Ralph Stanl.y and the Clinch
Mountain Boys (bluegrass) "First
generation" bluegrass musician perform at8 pm in Luther Bonney Auditorium , USM Portland. Allan McHale and
the Old-Time Radio Gang perform
country radio music of the '30s and
'40s. TIckets are $10 and $8 for USM
students, available at Student Activities Office, Amadeus Music and Music
Man in Windham . For more information, call 7B04090.
Bowdoin ColI.g. Community
Chorus Program includes works of
Mozart and student composer Richard
Francis. Concert is at 7:30 pm, Pickard
Theater, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Free advance tickets are available at
the Events Office, Moulton Union . For
more information, call 725-3151 .
MI.c.llanla
and
M.ddl.bampet.... Women 's and men's
augmented double quartets perform at
7:30 pm, Daggett Lounge, Wentworth
Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free
tickets are available at the Events Office, Moulton Union, Brunswick. For
more information, call 725-3151 .

Mu.lc for Organ and Bra •• (classical) Ray Comils, Portland's new municipal organist, and members of Portland Brass Ouintetand Musica Tricinia,
perform works for organ and brass
from the 16th through 20th century by
Gabrieli, Handel, R. Strauss and Widor
at 7:45 pm at Portland City Hall Auditorium. Free and open to the public;
donations accepted.

UPCOMING
M.II••a Etheridge (new folk) May
10, 8 pm, Portland City Hall Auditorium. TIckets are available at TIcketron
Outlets, including the Civic Center,
Strawberries or by calling l -BOO-3828080 .
Brav. Combo (polka-punk) May 11 , 8
pm, Portland Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave., Portland. TIckets are
$13, available at Amadeus Music and
Gallery Music in Portland. For more
information, call 774-0465.
Bobbl Ca nnltchell (folk and pop) May
12, 8 :30 pm in Luther Bonney Auditorium , USM Portland. Sponsored by the
Women's Music Co-Op and the
Women 's Forum at USM. Tickets are
$8 in advance, $10 at the door. Tickets
are available at Amadeus Music, The
Whole Grocer and Entre Nous.

STAG E

Murd.r at Howard Johnsons Actors Theatre of Maine presents the
comedy May 7, 10, 17 at the Ogunguit
Square Theater. For more information,
call 656-5151.
Abrams and Anderson Improvisational comedy May 9, 7 pm in the gym
at the Southem Maine Technical College, South Portland. Admission is $5
for the general public.
Amarican Ball.t Ea.t Contemporary Ballet Ballets choreographed to
the music of Britten, Teieman, Brubeck
and Gershwin accompanied by live orchestra May 12, 4 and 8 pm at the
State Street Church , Portland. For more
information, call 878-3032.
The Lion, Th. Witch and The
Wardrobe Open audition for children
ages 8-15 for supporting roles in two
production presented by the Actors
Theater of Maine, a not-for-profit company. Auditions will be held May 12, 10
am at the Ogunquit Square Theatre.
Performances are May 16, 26-28, June
2, 9 and 18-17 at 10 BIrr. For more information , call 948-5049.

Maybe
someday
"Maybe Someday ... " is a
non-profit,educationalorgani·
zation designed to provide a
wholistic atmosphere for those
suffering from multiple sclerosis.
The organizers Bonnie Vierthaler and Virginia Petersen,
an M.S. sufferer, are working
to fulfil their vision. "Our
dream is to have people with
M .S. sharing and living together," says Vierthaler. "
Volunteers afflicted with
M .S. are invited to work and
share in "Maybe Someday's . .. "
Portland store, where crafts by
people with MS and books are
for sale. Volunteers are also
needed to read for those who
suffer from this disease, as well
as to encourage them in conversation.
Vierthaler hopes to redirect
the energy of those afflicted
with MSand "keep them moving in an upward direction,"
She sees the bookstore as a
public outreach program "and
as a living expression of a philosophy of hope."
If you wish to volunteer or
receive a volunteer contact
"Maybe Someday ... " at 773-

Slngln' In The Rain The Lyric Theatre presents stage adaptation of the
MGM movie through May 6 atthe Cedric
Thomas Playhouse, 176 Sawyer St.,
South Portland. For ticket information ,
call 799- 1421 .
T.n Llttl. Indians Studio Theater
production May 4-5 at8 pm, May 6 at3
pm at Curtis Utde Theaterat The Center
for The Arts, 804 Washington St., Bath .
For ticket information, call 442-8455.
Ram 1.land Dane. Company Two
Programs: "A Book of Hours: a collaborative work by Daniel McCusker
and Katarina Weslien May 3 and 5 at8
pm; Work from the repertory including
"Full Circle" (McCusker), "How Long
Must I Wait for You " (Shapiro), "Families" (Withers), and "A Dance to Music"
(McCusker) May 4 at 8 pm and May 6
at 7 pm. Performances are at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A For3275.
est Ave. , Portland. TIckets are $9 and
Alia KiTA
$11 .SO. For more information , call 7732562.
A LI. of the Mind Sam Shepard's
play is being presented by Port Star
Productions May 4.0, 11-13, Fri-Sat at
7:30 pm and Sun at 3 pm at Mad Horse
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave., Portland.
TIckets are $10 . For more information ,
call 775-0514.
Mikado Gilbert and Sullivan's musical
will be performed May 4-20 at City
Theater, 205 Main St. , Biddeford. Performances are Fri-8at at8 pm and Sun
at 2 pm. For more information, call 2820849.
Bowdoin Collag. Mus.urn of Art,
Mu••um Plec.s X Bowdoin Dance
Brunswick. Thomas Cornell Pamtings :
Paul Comell (new age) Benefit conGroup, directed by June Vail, perform
The Birth of Nature Introductory recert for Project Feed at 8 pm at SI.
May 4, 12:30 and 3:30 pm in the Walker
marks by Thomas Cornell May 3, 7:30
Luke's Cathedral, 143 State St. , PortArt Building, Bowdoin College, Brunpm in Kresge Auditorium , Bowdoin
land. TIckets are $9, avaJiable at the
swick. For more information, call 725College, Brunswick. Preview 8-10 pm,
Record Exchange and at the door.
3151 .
Walker Art BUilding, Bowdoin College,
Audience members are encouraged to
Spring R.v.l. Performance includes
Brunswick. For more information , call
bring non-perishable foods 0 be col35 singers and dancers as well as a
725-3151.
lected by Project Feed. For more infortroupe of children Morris dancers May The Art Gall.ry at Six De.rlng,
mation, call 775-1637.
5, 4 pm at the South Congregational
Portland. Exhibit of oil paintings by J.
Church, Kennebunkport. Revels celeDay Mason. Opening reception May 4,
brate the reawakening of the Earthwith
6-9 pm. Open House May 5, 11 am-5
traditional songs, music and dances,
pm. Show continues through May 26 .
as well as the performance of the play
Hours : Tue-Satll am-5 pm during the
The Lyric Compo_ ... of England
"Robin Hood and Friar Tuck: Tickets
first two weeks of the month ; by chance
(choral) Portland Community Chorus
are $8 for adults, $6 for seniors, $5 for
or appointment thereafter. For more indirected by Daniel Junken performs
students, and $20 per family. For more
formation , call 772-9605.
Ralph Vaughn Williams' "Fantasia on
information, call 985-4343.
Dean V.I.ntga. Gall.ry, 60 Hampthe Old 104th Psalm Tune: as well as The Boyfri.nd Joint production of this
shire St. , Portland. "Between Dimenworks by Holst, Elgar and Purcell .
musical by students of Cheverus and
sions: works by five artists who com Concert is at 4 pm at Woodfords ConCatherine McAuley High School May
bine methods and materials of both
gregational Church, 202 Woodfords
4-5 at 88 pm at Cheverus High School,
painting and sculpture: Johannes GiSI., Portland. Tickets are $7 for adults ,
267 Ocean Ave., Portland. For more
rardeni , Betsy Meyer, Dean Nimmer,
$5 for students and seniors. For more
information, call 774-0238.
Duane Paluska and Greg Parker.
information, call Ervin Kimball at 892- Spanda Danc. Company Dance
Opening reception May 4, 5-8 pm.
9437 or Blake Ellis at 767-2260.
company performs "Cry Out: which
Exhibit continues through June 3.
The Kin'" (rock) 7:30 pm , Morrell Gyminvites enthusiasm for defending our
Hours: Thu 5-9 pm, Sat-Sun 12-5 pm,
nasium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
natural resources , "Footsteps: which
and by appointment. 772-2042 .
Tickets are $16 for the public, available
features the children in the company in Evans Gall.ry, 7 Pleasant St. , Portat the Events Office, Moulton Union .
a piece about extinction, and other
land. "The Pleasure of BeingfThe PleasFor more information, call 725-3151.
dances. Performances are May 4-5,
ure of Seeing : color photographs from
11-12at8 pm, May 6 and 13 at2 pm at
Provence and Cote d'Azur, France,
the Schoolhouse Performing Arts
1987-89 by Robert S. Richfield through
Center, Sebago Lake. Tickets are $5
June 2. Opening reception May 4, 5-7
for adults, $2.SO for children under 12.
pm. Hours : Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat
For more information, call 642-3743.
11-5 pm. 879-0042 .
Greatat' Portland Youth Choral.
Audition for new members ages 14-18 Broadway Musical R.vu. Songs The Cant.r fOl' Th. Art. at the
and music by Sondheim, Gershwin and
Chocolat. Church, B04 Washingat 7 pm , at the Williston West Church ,
Bertin May 6 and 13 at 6 pm , Raton St. , Bath. Invitational exhibit of
Thomas St. , Portland. Singers should
pheal 's, 36 Market 51., Portland. Perweaving, pottery, quilts and fumiture
bring prepared selection to sing or be
formance and four-course dinner are
May 4-June 2. Opening reception for
prepared to sing "America the Beauti$34.95. Forreservations, call 7734500.
the artists May 11,5-7 pm . Hours : Tueful. " A brief demonstration of musicel
Fri, 10 am-4 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 442ability will also be required. For more
8455.
information , call 767-5207.

SATURDAY 5.5

SUNDAY 5.0

MONDAY 5.7

ART
OPENING
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Tho." Mos.r Cablnetmak...., 415
Cumberland Ave., Portland. "Treditional Musical Instrument Show· includes unique, handcrafted wooden
instruments through May 12.774-3791 .
W.llln Gardinat' Fine Art., 4 1/2
Milk St., Portland. Fine 17th, 18th and
19th century decorative prints with an
emphasis on architectural, botanical,
marine & sporting subjects. Hours: TueFri 10 am-5:3O pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm.
774-1944.
W ••t Side R_taurant, 58 Pine St,
Portlaod. Recent work - drawings and
paintings - by Scott R. Leombruno
through June 1.

OUT OF TOWN
"Road Tltrough De Talgeto."

Greece In the abstract
Portland Museum of Art is beginning another season of "Perspectives," a series of exhibits
featuring work by contemporary
Maine artists. The museum kicks
off its new season with the work
of Colby professor and sculptor
Harriet Matthews.
.
Her painted steel sculptures
are literal geometric evocations
inspired by the landscape of the
Greek island of Samos where she
began travelling in 1987. They
are appealing in their linear simplicity and organic color, but
nevertheless, appear to be no
more than streamlined architecturalevocationsofthelandscape.
Accompanyingthesculpturesare
pencil sketches of the Samos landscape and sketches for several of
the works.
The artist uses planes of steel
bent and maneuvered into sloping mountain.s and thick roads.
The pieces are geometrically informal and easily understood .
"Road Through De Taigetos,"
1988, is the most simple. Two
planes of steel twist through one
another. One plane curves up and
down vertically, eliciting the
shape of mountains, while the
other runs horizontally through
the mountain like a road.
"Pikermi V," 1989, is a little
more complex. In the center are
three cypress trees. To one side is
a horizontal plane with geometric areas cut out to look like floor
plans of buildings.
" M o untain Iconostasis," ] 988,
the m ost spiri tual and symbolic
of all the works. An iconostasis is

a place where icons aredisplayed,
but in Greece and other places
icons are often placed along the
road at a place where an accident
has occurred. In this sculpture,
the mountains are depicted
through a single plane of steel
standing vertically and curving
up and down. Surrounding one
of the valleys of steel is a rigid, inorganic steel construction. This
bolted, angular frame marks the
point of iconostasis. It stops the
eye from moving on over the
smooth mountain plane and
causes the viewer to question
what happened here.
Despite the geometric design
of the sculptures and the use of
steel, the pieces have an organic
quality that goes beyond the
subject matter. Painted in rich
greens and grays, Matthews'
pieces have an earthly presence.
Theyareapproachable,likeplaythings, Children could be gathered around the pieces driving
small cars up, over and through
the landscapes,
Matthews' sketches of the
Samoslandscapecomplimentthe
sculptures. They help the viewer
recognize the vegetation and
stepped landscape of Samos displayed abstractly in the sculptures. The sketches also help to
understand where the artist is
coming from . They help edify
the creative process which is not
always apparent in reductive
scuptures like these,
The exhibition continues
through Jul y 8.

u S/iE Marison

F_O_ Ball.y, 137- 141 Middle St., Portland. Works by 10 Maine artists: Barbette and Richard Behm , Nancy
DeYoung , Heidi Gerquist, NickHumez,
Marguerite Lawler, Nancy Nevergole,
Chariie Oakes, Marc Ouelette, Constance Rush and Evelyn Winter. Hours :
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm, Sat 10 am-4 pm .
Portland Mus.um of Art Seven Cor>774-1479 .
gress Square, Portland. Hours : TueSat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5 ; Free on Thursday Gall.ry 127, 127 Middle St. , Portland.
New watercolors by Graydon Mayer,
evenings, 5-9 "Flora Portrayed: ClasTaos-inspired oils by Pat Hardy, landsics of Botanical Art from the Hunt
scapes in oil by Gina Werfel and Hearne
Collection" (through May 13); "French
Pardee through May 15. Hours : WedImpressionism and Beyond: The Scott
Fri 11 am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm . 773M. Black Collection" (through July 29);
"Uman Visions : Images by Ashesn
3317.
School Painters" (through Aug 26); Good Egg Caf., 705 Congress St. ,
Portland. "Fine Fashions and Fish:
"Americans at Home and Abroed:
photographs by Arthur Fink and
Watercolors and Prints by Childe
"Nudes" by Lynn Brunelle through May
Hassam, Maurice Prendergast, James
McNeill Whistler and John Singer
31. 773-0BO 1.
Sargent" (through July 8); "Perspec- Maine National Bank Lobby, 400
Congress St. , Portland. Paintings by
tives: Harriet Matthews,"exhibit oflarge
Frieda Lundberg through May. 797steel sculptures (through July 8); "Art9450 .
ful Deception: The Craft of the Forger:
exhibition of forgeries , comparative Maine Pott.rs Mark.t, 376 Fore
51. , Portland. Fanciful majolica by
works that are genuine and works
Peggy Anne Mack through May 15
whose authenticity is in question (May
Hours: Daily 10 am.o pm . 774-1633.
4-July 1). 775-6148.
Abacus Gall.ry, 44 Exchange St., Nancy Margoll. Gall.ry, 367 Fore
SI. , Portland. "Clay Invitational," feaPortland. Fine jewelry and American
turing works by John Frantz, Jeff Oecrafts. Hours : Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm ,
streich, John Rohlfing , Roy Strassberg
Sun 12-5 pm. 772-4880.
and James Watral through May 10.
AREA Gall.ry, USM Portland CamHours: Mon-Satl0am.opm. 775-3822.
pus Center, Bedford Street, Portland.
George Burk, recent works on paper Payson Gall.ry of Art, Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Pot'tland.
through May 23. Hours : Mon-Sat 10
"Alison Hildreth : Paintings" and "Alan
am-l0 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 7BO-4090.
Magee: Inlets" through May 19. Hours:
Banldo" Galleri_, 26 FreeSt. , PortTue-Fri 10 am4 pm (Thu until 9); Satland. Recent work by Jeff Kellar and
Sun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
Paul Maddrell through June 2. 772Portland Public Library, Monument
5011 .
Square, Portland. "Such a Card: conThe Baxt.r Gall.ry, Portland School
structions and paintings by Michael
of Art, 629 Congress St., Portland.
Lukachko May 3-30. Hours : Mon, Wed,
"FLUXUS : Selections from the Gilbert
Fri 9 arn.o pm ; Tue, Thu 12-9 pm ; Sat
and Ula Silverman Collection" through
9 arn-5 pm . 871 -1700.
May 4. Hours : Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm
(Thu until 7), Sun 11 am-4 pm. 775- St.ln Gall.ry Cont.mporary
GIa •• , 20 Milk St. , Portland. Symbio3052.
sis series, joined multi-blown vessels
COngres. Square Gall.ry, 594 Conby John Burchetta through May 31 .
gress St., Portland. New work by MiHours : Mon-Satl1 am-5:3O pm ; closed
chael H. Lewis, paintings done on rag
Tue and Sun . 772-9072_
paper with turpentine wash. Exhibit
continues through May 12. Hours: MonSat 10 am.o pm, Thu until 8. 774-3369.

AROUND TOWN

Bowdoin College Mueaum of Art,
Brunswick. "Charies Meyron: Etchings
of Paris" (through June 17). Hours:
Tue-Sat 10 am4 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 7253275.
E'-nteGaIIary,56MaineSt., Brunswick. "Art in the Garden,' group show
of outdoor sculpture and furnishings
celebrating spring in an indoor garden
setting. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am.o pm.
729-1108.
Ho... Sound Gall ...... North, 58
Maine St., Brunswick. "Images for Earth
Day" features works by artists on environmental issues through May 12.
Works by Karen Gilg, Ron Cross, Elizabeth Busch, John Muench, Lin Usberger, Chris Cantwell, Abby Shahn,
Barbara Sussman, Marjorie Moore,
Bemard Langlais and Maurice Freedman. 725-4191.
Icon Contemporary Art, 19 Mason
St., Brunswick. Paintings and drawings by Edwin Douglas through June 7.
Gallery talk by Douglas May 3. Hours :
Mon-Fri 1-5 pm; weekends by chance
or appointment. 442-8128 or 725-8157.
Maine Audubon Soci.ty, Gilsland
Farm, 118 Route 1, Falmouth .
Cibachrome photographs by Robin
Lovell of Ogunquit through May . Hours:
Moo-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm .
781-2330.
Thoma. Memorial Library, 6 Scott
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. "Inner Visions," black and white prints and handcolored photographs through May 19.
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Tue and
Thu until 9 pm. 799-1720.
USM Art Gall.ry, Gorham. Exhibit of
works by USM Students through May
3. Hours: Sun-Thu 124 pm. 7BO-S009.
York In.tltut. Mu••um, 371 Main
St. , Saco. "Objectivity : Selections for
the PerrnanentCollection" through midSep; "Pants for Paintings" through midOct Hours : Mon, Wed, Fri 10am-5pm,
Tue, Thu 10am-8pm; Sat9am-12pm.
282-3031 .

Restaurant and Tayern
• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT! •

Luncheon Specials Every Dayt
Friday, May 4

SCRUFFY THE CAT

Saturday, May 5
3 GREAT BANDS

OTHER
U~.n

Dimension in Landscape
Architecture Landscape architect
Morgan Wheelock speaks on preserving the natural landscape while adjusting it to people's needs May 3, 7:30 pm
at the Portland Museum of Art, Congress Square, Portland. Free and open
to the public. For more information , call
775.0148.
Deering Oa'" Family F.stlval Applications are now being accepted for
the Deering Oaks family Festival Arts &
Crafts Show This year's show includes
an exhibit of works by local artists.
Application deadline for the show is
May 18. Festival is July 27-29. For
applications write: James Buckley,
Chamber of Commerce of the Greater
Portland Regions, 142 Free SI., Portland, 04101 or call 772-2811.

SENSE

s.ads of S.rah Judith Isaacson reads
from her book May 3, 7 pm at Raffles
Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress SI.,
Portland. Isaacson is a retired Dean of
Students and lecturer in mathematics
at Bates College. Her book tells of her
coming of age as a prisoner in Nazi
Germany and subsequent marriage to
an American intelligence officer. For
more information , call 761 -3930.
Finding and Hiring the Right Em"
ploy_ Women Business Owners of
Greater Portland meet May 3, 6 pm at
Maine ManagementGroup, Royal River
Center, Route One, Yarmouth. Fee is
$6.50. Formore information, call Becky
Erickson at 761-0041 .
Copyright: Seiling and Llc.n.lng
Photography Tad Crawford, author
of "Legal Guide for the Visual Artist:
and Dick Durrance, nationally known
photographer, speak May 3, 7 pm in
Campus Center Rooms A-B, USM
Port1and, Sponsored by the newly
formed Maine Chapter of Advertising
Photographers in America.

con tinued on pAge 18

Happy lIour 4-6 Mon,·Fri.

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street

Portland, ME • 774-3550

CRACK OPEN
ANO'DOUL'S
TODAY!
You could be celebrating today with a bottle or two of
O'Doul's". non-alcoholic brew
from AnheuserBusch, Inc_

exclusive aging process_

Did

y ou know a big league o utfi elde r
o nce made THREE errors on o ne
play!. .. H o w did it
happen? .. On e afte r -

an

noon SmeadJo lleywas

oddity . . . So mebody

playing the outfield fo r

H e re ' s

quite

has figured out that if

the White Sox ... Th e

you add the 1,734

batter hit a single and

walks to the 1,710

the ball rolled thro u gh

strikeouts that Mickey

loUey's legs fo r error

his big

number one .. .Jolley

league career -- that

turned to get the re-

the ave rage man who

bound off the wall, bur

Mantle had in

plays regularly comes

the ball went back

500 times a season, it

throug h his legs again, for erro r

m eans that Mantle played seven

number two ... The n he finaUy go t

to bat about

years in the majors without hitting

h o ld of the ball, but he threw it

O'Doul's is the perfect
brew to enjoy any time_
O'Doul's is brewed using only
the finest hops and barley malt
as well as the Anheuser-Busch

wild into the stands for his third

the ball!

erro r on the same play ! Make
every day a celebration with a
cold o'Doul's. Have a great day!

All those who
participated in the
Portland's
WALK AMERICA for
March of Dimes

.
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SENSE

The York County ... ndsc.pe In
Transition Lecture by Lucinda Brock-

way examines the perceptions and use
of the landscape by farmers, industrialists and summer people in'19th-century southem Maine, May 3, 7:30 pm in
the Deering Wing of the Dyer Library,
371 Main St., Saco. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
282-3031.
Libert.ri.n Perty of Maine State
Convention Gene Bums, WRKO's radio
Libertarian talk show host opens the
convention May 4, 6:30 pm at the
Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport. Maine
issues will be the focus May 5 at the
Holiday Inn, Odlin Rd., Bangor, including a keynote address by Andre Marrou, the party's 1988 vice-presidential
candidate and former state legislator
from Alaska. Richard Gould, Maine
State Representative from Greenville,
speaks and nomination of candidates
for the 1990 candidates take place
May 6 at John Martin's Manor in Aubum . For more information call 3539711 or 1-800-682 1766.
Maine G .... ns State Meeting The
Election
Gommittee meets May 5, 1
pm in the Coffee House Colby College,
Waterville. General meeting at 3 pm.
Poduck supper follows meeting . Everyone is welcome.
Poetry Writi ng One-day workshop led
by William Carpenter, author of 'Rain'
and "The Hours of Morning,' will focus
on the creative process of poetry writing May 5, 11 am-4 pm at the Maine
Writers Centers, 19 Mason St., Brunswick. Participants should bring two
poems for discussion. Cost is $30.
Preregistration is necessary. For more
information, call 729-6333.
E.rth G.thering Gathering to discuss ways to save whars left of the
Earth May 5, 1 pm at the Governor's
Mansion, across from the Capitol,
Augusta. There will be good, short
action proposals, planning and music.
From Dream. to Action: Building
Just and Sustainable Communitl. . Center for Vision and Policy in
conjunction with Casco Bay Greens,
WINGS, Portland Gaia Leadership
Group and the Panther Star Nature
Medicine Lodge May 5, 8:30 am-4:3O
pm at the University of New England,
Biddeford. Workshops include "The
Native Se~-Sufficiency Projec~ , 'Moving Towards a Wasteless Society:
"Creating Community Land Trusts and
Affordable housing, 'Developing Local/Regional Food Systems: 'Developing and Financing Community Projects' and 'Liberating Heaith Care
Systems." The cost for the conference
is $15-$25; some scholarships are
available. For more information, call
283-0171 ext. 247.
Jung Peychology .nd the Splri,
tual Problem of Our Time Dr.
William D. Geoghegan, chairofthe Religion Department at Bowdoin College
and teacher at Brunswick's C.J. Jung
Center, speaks May 6, 4 pm at the
General Theologicai Center, 159 State
St., Portland. For more information,
call 874-2214.
Holoc.ust Human Right. Center
of M.lne holds its annual meeting
May 8, 4-6 pm at Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Meeting will be followed by
a concert of Klezmer music with Casco
Bay Tummlers at 7:30 pm in Kresge
Auditorium, Visual Arts Center at
Bowdoin. Tickets for the concert are $6
for adults, $4.50 for seniors and students, $2 for children. For more information, call 993-2620.
Portland Fore.t L.nd Tru.t A new
land trust group is forming to buy and
protect forest land in Portland. The first
meeting is May 8, 7:30 pm at the
Stroudwater Baptist Church, 1729 Congress St., Portland. A slide show of
Portland's open space will be given
along with presentations about land
trusts in general and the Fore River
Trail Project in particular. For more information, cail Tom Jewell at 774-6665.
How to Conduct Termln.tions
Succ. . . fully American Institute of
Banking sponsors an evening seminar
on guidelines for covering the bases
before you fire someone, the common
termination mistakes and how to avoid
them, and six common employee reactions and how to deal with them
Seminar is May 9, 6-8 pm at Key Bank,
One Canal Plaza, Portland. Fee is$25
For more information , call the AlB at
772-7842.
Bo.ton .nd Portl.nd: Emerging
Portl.nd De.lgn Architect Alex Krieger presents a lecture on developlOg
and designing fringe areas like MarglOal Way and India Street May 10,
5:30 pm at the Portland Performing
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. The lecture , sponsored by Thomas Moser Cabinet Makers, is free
and open to the public . For more information, call Greater Portland landmarks at 774-5561 .

The ....t Laugh Louis Borgennicht of
Physicians for Social Responsibility,
speaks on the fears and anxieties of
nuclear war of nuclear war and how
laughter is the best cure May 10,7 pm
in Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free
and open to the public. For more information, cail 772-6710.
Outright Portland alliance of gay, lesA Wild Herb W.lk Pol Hermes bian, bisexual and questioning youth
offers support and information for young
biology teacher, herbalist and organic
people ages 22 and under in a safe
farmer -leads a walk to identity spring
edibles and their preparation May II,
environment. Write: OUTRIGHT, P.O.
3-7 pm at Crystal Springs Farm in
Box 5028, Station A, Portland, 04101
Biddeford. Fee is $25. For more inforor call 774-HELP.
mation, cail 499-7040.
Parent. Anonymous is a self-help
Ba.lc. of FreeI.nce Writing Tom
group for parents who want to develop
Verde, a local freelance writer and
better parenting skills and are seeking
broadcaster, leads a workshop on
support and advice from other parents.
approaching editors with ideas, when
Weekly meetings are on Tuesdays at 6
and how to write query letters and how
pm or Wednesdays at2 pm in Portland.
to expand an article for a second story.
Child care is provided. Meetings are
Workshop held May 12, 10 am-3 pm at
free. For more information, call 8717411.
the Maine Writers Center, 19 Mason
St., Brunswick. Cost is $30. For more Juvenile DI.bet.. Foundation
information, call 729-6333.
holds its monthly meeting May 8 at
USM eonvnenc:ement Pulitzer Prize6:30 pm, Dana Building, Maine Mediwinning journalist Frances Fitzgerald
cai Center. For more information, cail
854-1810.
is the featured speaker May 12, 9:30
am at the Cumberland County Civic Survlvo,. of Sexual As •• ult Rape
Crisis Center offers aco-facilitatededuCenter, Portland. Free and open to the
cationaVinformational support group for
public. For more information, cail 780survivors of sexual assau~. Free, con4440.
Southworth PI.net.riwn Astronfidential and child care available. For
more information, cail the Rape Crisis
omy Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm; Laser
Center Hodine at 774-3613.
Shows Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission
is $3 for adults, $2 for students and WINGS Single Parent Support Group'
children (no children under5). Wednesmeets Thursdays, 7-9 pm at the Redday afternoon program for students of
bank Community Center, S. Portland.
all ages, 3:30-5:30 pm, $2. For more inFor more information, cail 772-2287.
formation, call 780-4249.
Smok.rs Anonymous meets Thursdays, 5-6 pm in the People's Building,
155 Brackett St., Portland. For more information, call 773-1782.
H.O.P.E, Self-help support groups with
facilitators meet weekly to help heal
the emotional pain associated with
serious diseases. Meetings are at Unity
Church, 16 Columbia Rd., Portland,
Tuesdays 2-4 pm, 5-7:30 pm and
Thursdays 10 am-12 noon. There are
also support groups for the family and
fnends of the ill which meet Thursdays,
7-9 pm . For more information, call 18oo-339-HOPE.
AA M.etlngs Interpreted for the
H ••rlng Imp.lred First Monday of
month at Remember When Group, 8
pm in the Mercy Hospital auditorium,
Portland; third Friday of month Cape
Elizabeth Group, 8 pm at St. Alban's
Church, 885 Shore Rd., Cape Elizabeth; third Monday of month Keep
Coming Back Group, 8 pm at the Zion
Church, 46 Sheridan St., Portland;
fourth Wednesday of month Double
Victoria Society of Maine is lookDozen Group, 7:30 pm at the Clark
ing for volunteers to staff Victoria
Meth. Church, Pleasant and Forest
mansion thiS summer. Positions availAve., Portland; second Tuesday of
able include historic house guides, desk
month Falmouth Group, 8 pm at St.
receptionists, hospitality and refreshMary's Church, Rt. 88 Falmouth. Falments, and office help. Volunteer parmouth. Call 774-3034 for more inforticipation can fit almost any schedule.
mation.
Volunteers must attend one of each of
the scheduled training sessions : Session I, May 3, 7 pm; Session II, May 9
at 10 am or May 10 at 7 pm; Session 111
May 16at 10 am or May 17at7 pm. For
more information, call Weston Pease
at 772-4841.
Old Port Fe.tival Intown Portland
Exchange is looking for people to work
as marshals for the June 10 festival.
Marshais help with crowd control to
assisting the entertainers. They are on
duty 4-8 hours during the festival and
attend a brief training session with the
Portland Police and I PE prior to the
festival. Applications are being acceptedthrough May 18. Formoreinformation, call Patty Anderson at IPE at
772-6828.
Bicycle. .re N . .ded by USM's Volleyball Toumament State of
Maine Open and Intermediate Division
Office of I ntemational Program s to be
Co-Ed Volleyball Tournament Rnals
used for transportation purposes by
are being held May 5-6 at the USM
business administration students from
Portland Gymnasium. No previous tourthe Caribbean. For more information,
nament experience is required. For
call 874-6565.
more information, cail 780-4170.
Volunt. .ring •• Mu.'c Gus Root,
and RSVP volunteers speaks May 5, Outdoors Free public demonstrations,
mini-clinics and workshops for kids on
9:30-11 :30 am at the Friends of RSVP
enjoying the outdoors through May 6 at
(Retired Senior Volunteer Program)
L.L. Bean Retail Store, Route I , FreeBreakfast, Kimball Health Center, Saco.
port Some topics include 'Mountain
Root now volunteers in a small village
Bike Ethics: 'Commuting by Bike:
in Honduras helping with improvements
"Outdoor Photography," 'Bike Campin the water system . Continental breakIng: as well as clinics on where to go
fast Tickets are $3.50 and reservalocailyforfishing, hiking. canoeing, sea
tions are required. For more informakayaking and bicycling For a complete
tion, call 775-6503.
schedule, call 1-800-341-4141
The Children'. Theat.r of M.lne
is looking for donations of interesting Running Upcoming Road races .
Oakhurst Milk Run May 27, lOam at
and saleable items and will arrange for
Southern Maine Technical College,
pickup from the donor. The Items will
South Portland (Maine Track Club, P.O.
be for sale in a yard/garage sale to
Box 8008, Portland 04104).
benefit the theater company June 2.
Proceeds Will aid the restoration of the M.ine Outdoor Adv.nture Club
Spring Outing. : Sea keyaking,
Children'S Theater Workshop and
Portland area trip May 5 . Trip is not for
performance projects for the coming
beginners. (761 -2435) ; Trip to TuckerSummer and Fall seasons. For more
man's Ravine May 6 , 7:30 am , meet at
information, cail 854-0389 and leave
Gorham Shop 'N Save
message.
York Institute, a museum of regional Pizza Rida 10-20 mile ride along the
ocean and marshes of Cape Elizabeth
history and art, is looking for volunteer
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay
tour guides to give one or two afterBicycle Club Thursdays at 6 pm at
noons per month giving tours.lndividuPat's Pizza, Route One, near Oak Hill
als who are interested in volunteenng
in Scarborough. For more information,
at the York Institute are invited to traincail 799-1085.
ing sessions May 16, 23 and 31, 10
am-12 noon at the Yorl< Institute, 371 Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicycling , hiking , camping, canoeing and
Main St., Saco. For more information ,
other trips sponsored by the Casco
cail 282-3031.
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Out·
door Adventure Club. Call 774-1118.

HELP

OFF THE
CLOCK

SPORT

WELL

BIG

ETC

NESS

Adult He.lth Screenings Community Health Screenings is offering
screenings for diabetes, anemia, colorectal cancer, high blood pressure
and cholesterol level. Dates, times and
places are as follows: May 8, 10:30
Pete Rose and his throny
am-12:3O pm, Oakleaf Terrace, Freeproblems are getting predictport; May 9, 1-3 pm, Town Hall, Cape
able and downright boring,
Elizabeth; May 14,10 am-l pm, Town
Hall, Casco; May 16,9:30-11:30 am,
but here's a good quote for
Community Building, Windham; May
Sing Sing fans. When asked
28,10 am-l pm, Town Hall, Scarborwhat he thought about the
ough; May 30, 9:30-11 :30 am, St.
prospect of Rose going to jail,
Anne's Church, Gorham. For more
his fonner bookie Ron Peters,
information, call 775-7231 ext. 551.
now serving 24 months in a
It'. Never Too ... te Medlc.tions.
federal prison camp in Terre
Alcohol .nd You May 3, 1:30-3 pm
Haute, Ind. for drug traffickas part of a series for seniors at the
ing and tax evasion replied:
Cummings Community Center, 134
Congress St., Portland. Cost is 50
"We're having varsity softball
cents. For more information, call Carol
tryouts right now, and we can
McClure at 874-8870.
always use another good
Chole.terol .nd Blood Pressure
player. I'll reserve jersey
Scre.nlngs USM. Lifeline offers
number 14 for Pete."
public walk-in hea~h screenings May
Milce Quinn
3,5-8 pm althe USM Portland Gymnasium. For more information, call 7804170.
MS: Enemy or T.acher Day-long
W.II Baby Clinic. Community Health
symposium for people with multiple
Services offers clinics with dates, times
sclerosis, their friends and families,
and locations as follows: May 4, 9 amhealth care professionals and anyone
12 noon, Gorham Methodist Church;
else interested in learning more about
May II, 9 am-12 noon, First Parish
MS. Symposium is being held May 12,
Congregational Church, Yarmouth;
8:30 am-3:3O pm at Micheal's RestauMay 18, 9 am-12 noon, First Parish
rant in Westbrook. Keynote speaker is
Congregational Church, Scarborough!
Dr. John Wolf, author of "Mastering
Cape Elizabeth; May 23, 9 am-12 noon,
MS: A Guide to Management.' RegisWestbrook-Warren Congregational
tration fee of $15 includes lunch; scholChurch. For more information, cai1775arships are available. For more infor7231.
mation, cail Susan Greenwood at 761Portl.nd Yoga Studio offers seven
5815.
weekly after-worl< classes, all levels of
Iyengar yoga May 4-June 15, 616
Congress St, Portland. Cost is $49
prepaid, $52.50 at the door. For more
information, call 797-5684.
Yoga Po_ for Menstrual PerIod
Pordand Yoga Studio workshop based
on the work of Gaeta Iyengar, author of
'Yoga: A Gem for Women' May 5,
8:25-10:25 am at 616 Congress St.,
Port1and. Cost is $1 0 prepaid, $12 dropin. For more information, call 799-5684.
Living With Cancer "The Power of
Courage' is the theme of this year's
'Living with Cancer" conference May 5
at the Augusta Civic Center. Keynote
speaker is Rev. Carleton Gunn, who
will focus on mobilizing one's courage
in the face of cancer. The one-day conference is presented by the American
Cancer Society. Cancer patients and
their families as well as health care professionals may choose from a wide va- Alice In Wonderl.nd Children's
Theater of Maine presents Lewis Carriety of workshop topics. For more information, contact Donna Poliquin at 1roll's story May 5 at lOam in Luther
Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland.
800-482-0113.
Gym Actlvltl. . Program USM L~e
Tickets are $4 per person. For more
information, call 854-0389.
line Center offers gym activities program, which includes weight training, Children'. Museum Workshopa
'Mother's Day Crafts' May 8,11 am-12
squash, racquetball, basketball, sauna
pm, preschool and 3:15-4:15, school
and complete locker room facilities.
age; "Preview to Return of the Giants'
$66 for three months, $105 for six
May 15, 3:15-4:15 pm, school age;
months, $200 per year. For more infor"Build A Bug' May 22, 11 am-12 pm,
mation, cail 780-4170.
preschool; 'Catch The Wind" May 29,
Spring Succ ••• Semin.,. "Spring
3:15-4:15 pm. All workshops are free
Into Summer: A Stretching Worl<shop:'
with museum admission. The Children'
Program provides participants with imMuseum is located at 746 Stevens
mediate access to practicai stretching
Ave., Portland . For more information,
skills May 8, 7-9 pm. "Smoke-Less
call 797-KITE.
Flying' assists smokers as they cope
with restrictions on their coping behav- Scarborough Ma,.h Nature Ce.,..
ter Young Naturan.t Clubforkids
ior May 10, 7-9 pm. Both seminars are
ages 10-13 offers a chance to discover
$25 and are held at 302 Stevens Ave.,
the unique plants, animals and history
Portland. For more information, cail
of the marsh on six consecutive Tues756-9915.
days, July 100Aug 14. Advance regisPortl.nd Suft Order is offering a
tration is required. Also, children entermeditation retreat May 11-14 at the
ing grades two through eight may atRetreat Center in Gray. The retreat
tend a one-week day camp. Camp
focuses on individual healing and
sessions for specific grades begin July
expanding that to include healing the
9 and continue through Aug 10. Precommunity and the planet. Cost is $40
registration is required. For more inforper day or $120 for the complete remation on either program, cail Carol
treat. For more information, call RoLeMere at 781-2330.
sanne Linsley Jalbert at 846-6039.
Authentic Mov_nt Workshop Storl. . for Kids Portland Public library (871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri,
series with master teacher and im10:30 am; Riverton Branch Library
provisational performer Susan Schell.
(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am; Peaks IsAuthentic movement is movement of
land Branch (766-5540): Wed, 10:15
the self experienced through the body,
am; South Portland Public Library (799mind and spirit. Workshop offered May
2204): Fri, 10:15 and 11:15 am (3-5
12, 1-4 pm at Ram Island Dance stuyearolds); Scarborough Public Library
dio, 25A Forest Ave., Pordand. $20.
(883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm
For more information, cail 897-6387.
(3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (4-5
The SpIritual Joumey Workshop on
year olds); Prince Memorial Library,
meditation, choosing and following a
Cumberland (829-2215): Wed, 10:30
spiritual path May 12, 10 am-4 pm;
am (2-3 year olds); Thu, 10:30 am (3Guided Meditation, Its Practice and
Spiritual Uses, classes meet May 14,
5 year olds).
16, 21 and 23, 7-8:30 pm. Both pro- Flicks for Kids Portland Public library (871-1700) : Sat, 10:30 am and
grams are at The center for New Age
Tue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (797Studies, Thompson Point, Sewall St.,
2915): Thu-Fri, 3:30 pm; Peaks Island
Portland. Free and open 10 the public.
Branch (766-5540): Tue, 3:15 pm;
For more information, cail 729-5825.
South Portland Public Library (7992204): Fri, 3:30-4:30 pm.

Sport quote
of the week

FOR

KIDS

Koy•• nl.qat.. The composer Philip
Glass presents his film May 4, 8 pm al
the First Parish Church, 425 Congress
St., Portland, as a benefit for the Maine
Audubon Society. The 87-minute film
(the tide is a Hopi Indian word meaning
"life out of balance') is described as a
'cinematic ballet with a devastating
message about hurnankind and our
environment.' Glass will present his
film, followed by questions and answers and a reception. Tickets are $15
for members of Audubon, $20 for nonmembers. For more information, cail
Pam Smart at 781-2330.
Lambada Casco Bay Movers is offering a 'Lambada' class given by Carol
Dowd and Nagal Gaot of the Lisanguaya-bato Dance Company of Woodstock, N. Y., May 4, 7-9 pm at Casco
Bay Movers Dance School, 341 Cumberland Ave., Portland. Cost is $18 per
couple, $ tOper single. For more information, call 871-1013.
C.r W ••h for the scholarship fund of
Dial KIDS, the teen peer counseling
hodine of Ingraham Volunteers, Inc.
May 5, 10 am-3 pm at Westgate
Trustworth Home Center, 1360 Congress St., Portland and May 6, 10 am3pm at the Freeport FireStation, Route
I, Freeport For more information, cail
874-1015.
Spring Bird Walks Maine Audubon
Society offers free Saturday moming
bird walks during May and June. Walks
are being given in various locations in
the Greater Pordand area and begin at
7 am. The walks are scheduled as follows: May 5, Mackworth Island; May
12, Calgary Cemetery; May 19, Evergreen Cemetery; May 26, TBA; June 2,
Biddeford Pool; June 9, Crescent
Beach; June 16, Mackworth Island;
June 23, Scarborough Marsh; June 30,
TBA. For more information, cail the
Maine Audubon Society at 781-2330.
W.lk for Hunger CROP Walks are
being held in South Portland'Cape
Elizabeth, Saco Biddeford, Portland,
Brunswick and New Gloucester on May
6. The walks are organized by local
chunches and sponsored by the Church
World Service. The money raised helps
hungry people in countries around the
world as well as locai soup kitchens,
food pantries and shelters in Maine.
For more information on getting involved with local CROP Walks, call the
Maine Council of Churches at 7721918.
Wolfe Neck Woods St.t. P.rk
offers nature program s for the general
public on Sundays throughout the
spring. 'In The Pines: a program focusing on the life and community of
Maine's State Tree will be given May 6,
2 pm at the park in Freeport. Programs
start at the benches in the second
parking lot. Free and open to the public. For more information , call 865-4465.
P_ple'. Regional Opportunity
Program will distribute surplus commodities to low-income families and
individuals. The distribution schedule
is as follows: May 7, 9 am-12 pm,
Congregationai Church, Falmouth; May
7, 11 am-2:30 pm, VFW Post 832, 50
Peary Terrace, S. Portland; May 7, 123 pm, S~ Anne's Church, Gorham;
May 8, 9 am-12:3O pm, American
Legion Post 197, Rt. 25, Westbrook;
May 9, 7 am-5 pm, Citizens Center,
Peaks Island (islanders only); May 9, 8
am-6 pm, Portland Expo, Park Ave.,
Portland; May 10,8 am-6 pm. st. Pius
X Parish Parish Hall, Ocean Ave.,
Portland. For more information, call
874-1140.
Enriched Golden Age Club invites
men and women, 60 and older, to
Wednesday luncheon programs at 297
Cumberland Ave., Portland. May programs are as follows: May 9, tribute to
mothers; May 16, music with Beau and
Dave McMackin; Mar 23, music; Mar
30, Memorial Day celebration. For
reservations, cail 774-6974.
M.lne Organic F.rme,. .nd G ....
dene,. A_I.llon PI.nt Sale
Large selection of annuals and perennials grown locaily May 12, 10 am-2 pm
attha MaineAudubon Society, Gilsland
Farm, Route I, Falmouth. For more
information,caIl797-5434or846-4294.
Selut. to Autho,. Dinner Portland
Public Library hosts a dinner to salute
Maine's writers in the final event of its
Centennial Year Celebration. The writers will be present and include poets
Kate Bam, May Sarton and John Tagliabue, fiction writers Gladys Hasty
Carroll, Carolyn Chute, Martin Dibner,
Margaret Dickson, Susan Kenney,
Sanford Phippen and Alix Kates
Shulman, nonfiction writers Mitch
Goodman and Philip Isaacson, and
children's authors Barbara Cooney,
Dahlov lpear, Charles Martin and
Robert McCloskey. The dinner is May
12, 6:30 pm at the library. Tickets are
available for purchase through May 5.
For more information, call 871-1700
ext. 756.

•
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IS
BACK!

Host Peter Jamerson Saturday 10 AM· 1 PM

WPKM

FM 106.3

PORTLAND'S CLASSICAL RADIO
Sponsored By:
Micheiob • Michel's ResalUranr • Casco Bay Coontty Srart • &.aI Fabrics' Hunnngtoo Coounoo

Hi, I'm
Dr. Bruce L.
Abelson, D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor requires a
minimum of six years of highly specialized college and graduate
school training?
Toda y' s Doctor of Chiropractic must complete 4,485 hours of classroom instruction and must pass a rigid chiropractic board examination before earning a license. In most states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.

PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in sports injury rehabilitation, workplace injury prevention and personal injury. My
undergraduate studies took place at Northeastern University in
Boston. I have also earned the Doctor of Chiropractic degree from
Northwestern College of Chiropractic in Bloomington, Minnesota.
During my training, I was elected to Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges. And, I have visited a number
of other chiropractic clinics to study their methods and procedures.
Additionally, three days out of each month I attend nationwide
seminars in Chicago, Atlanta and New York, to stay current on the
latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer you. If you
have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps you didn't know
that chiropractors go to such great lengths to continue their education in order to provide you with the latest techniques and the most
qualified service. Call me today and let me help you.
The symptoms most commonly treated by chiropractors are:

o
o

o
o

Back Pain
Neck Pain
Stiffness
Numbness

o
o
o

o

Headaches

Arthritis
Bursitis
Hip Pain

o Painful Joints
o Shoulder Pain
o ArmILeg Pain
o Cold IIandslFeet

To introduce you to the healing world of
chiropractic, please accept my special otTer:

FREE EXAMINATION DURING
MAY

FREE!

FREE!

This examination normally costs $65.00 or more. I will include
orthopedic tests, neurological tests, a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excessive motion
in the spine, muscle strength tests and a private comprehensive
consultation to discuss the results.

846-6100
Dr. Bruce L. Abelson

ABELSON CHIROPRACTIC
76 Main Street, Yarmouth
Evening and Weekend
Appointments Available
~

____________________ J
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Bus Service

index
animals

LOGAN AIRPORT
DOWNTOWN BOSTON

antiques
auctions
auditions

billboard
biz services

boats
body & soul

At Your Service

bUSiness oppartuni1ies
catering
child care
dating services
employment
en1ertainmen1 for hire
ftea markets
gigs

-CONNECTING SERVICE TONEW ENGLAND AND NEW YORK
Call for Schedules and Information
828-1151 or 1-800-258-7111

..

=C:&E
TRAIL WAYS

Terminal:
16 Forest Ave.
Downtown Portland

PRESENTS

, A family-owned N.E. bus company'
I for over 20 yearsJ

Return of Texas'
Outrageous Polkaholics I

-",

:./

....
~

...

Friday, May 11, 8:00 PM
Portlond Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Avenue
Tickets $13. Coli 774-0465
Also available at Amadeus
Music and Gallery Music.
with support from

...

~~

"'"

SUBSCRIBE to BIG SOUNDS FROM ALL OVER and SAVE

.
I

,

, ,

Buy tickets to just four (411) or more of these great shows ond toke $3 off the price of each ticketl

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.

MASTERS OF THE JAZZ. VIOLIN
Featuring aaude Williams, Leroy Jenkins and Matt Glaser
Saturday, June 23

MAHLATHINI &THE MAHOTELLA QUEENS
Direct from Sauth Africa
Saturcioy, July 7

AVNER THE ECCENTRIC
"The funniest mon olive"
July 18-23, Six Shows

ACCORDIONS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD
Marc Savoy ICojun), Santiago Jimenex, Jr, (Tex-Mex), James Keane Ilrish),
Wasyl Moros IUkronion), Dickie Morneau IFranca-swing)
Friday & Saturcioy, Augusl 3 & 4

@@UiimtmnWm Jim Crocker

SUN-RA & HIS COSMO-LOVE ADVENTURE ARKESTRA

and Bruce Campbell arePort-

Saturday, Seplember 15

land's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put a grown-up
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accura te
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
"Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

GRUPO FORTALEZA (Bolivia) and
VIETNAMESE MUSIC & DANCE
Fricioy, October 5

IVO PAPAZOV'S BULGARIAN ORCHESTRA and
AL GARDNER'S ARMENIAN ENSEMBLE
Salurday, October 6

RANDY WESTON
Jazz Piano meels ils African Rools
Salurdoy, October 20

k!~\'EJ!~ ~ I
Portland's NewsfTalk Station

GF 32, DO you know what
WIWAPOI means? True Taurean,
Incurable romantic, intelligent,
spiritual, sensual, soul reaching out
toward your own. Integrity,
Intensity, Intimacy lonm my trinity.
~ you are over 30, have experienced
the elation of being with a woman
and are not an air sign (no
exceptions), lers share an evening
of dinner and definitions. CBW
Box 854 TPL 22105
SWM 34 AND so much more. rm 6
It tall, in good lonm and know what
rm looking for. I enjoy the ocean,
camping, and holding hands. I'm
good looking, rom~tic, Intelligent
and talented. I'd like to meet an
attractive, slim woman 26-34 who
knows herself well, is not shy about
commitment, and has the time to
develop a relationship. Please send
a note and tell me about yoursell,
include phone. It's going to be a
great summer, lefs make It better I
CBW Box 856 TPL 22107
SWM 25 SHY reserved enjoy
sports, loves God. Looking for
SWF 20-29 With Similar taste.
Waul<! love to go out and have fun.
Please send photo and letter. CBW
Box 857 TPL 22108
SM 395'11"175 Double }\quanan.
Loves surprise, mystery,
Intel"~ence, romance, spiritual
pursUits, x-country skiing, ice and
roller skating, biking, danCing,
natural cuslne, humor, socaI causes
Seeking fiery shakti. Photo please.
Smoke-free. CBW Box 859 TPL
22110
SWF 24 Professional, If you enjoy
love hand ... on a woman, then you'l
enJoy me. Seeking someone who
enjoys walks by the ocean, theatre,
museums, cuddling on the couch,
listening to local bands-I have many
diverse Interests. Humor a must.
Spontaneity. If you're that person
looking for a relationship and are
ready to explore, then 111 walt to
hear from you. CBW Box 861 TPL
22112
DWM 32 good-looking, shy at
firs~ homebody. Likes gardening,
camping, little fishing, not crazy
about dancing, but love rock + roll,
a lot of wanm meaningful hugs, and
of course, riding my Harley
DaVIdson! Seeks SWF or DWF slim
attractive 27- 33 drug-free,
together, Sincere, honest woman
who wants a decent man in her life I
Because fife's too short to be aIIone.
Prefer non-smoker. rm tired of the
single life routine-know whatta
meanl Where are you BABEl Photo
and phone if you can! CBW Box 862
TPL22113
SPRING HAS SPRUNG; grass is
riz. DF 30's wonders where male
comrade is. He needn't speak in
rhyme, but does need 10 value
lamily and honesty, have a good
sense 01 self and welcome
spontanaety and romance. Let's
share the arrival of spring end
more klgether. CBW Box 894 TPL
22152
LOOKfNG FOR AN over-the·hill
(chronological age only) DWF? rm
herel Pleasingly pfump redhead
looking for an honest, caring,
dependable, sober male to become
my WJ. friend lirst. Enjoy reading,
travel, walks, movies, gardening,
cralts, friends, etc. Been alone too
long and waul<! like to share the
summer with someone special.
CBW Box 895 TPL 22153
ATTRACTIVE,
PROFESSIONAL male, 45, 5'11"
170. Tired of singles scene, seeks
tall full-figured married lady, 4050 for possible discreet adult
relationship. Life is too short, the
present is precious. CBW Box 896
TPL 22154
SF, 24, CREATIVE, liberal,
attractive, love to laugh, love being
outside, health conscious, high sillyfactor, but quite capable of being
senous. Seeking male,non-smoker
With compatible qualities. CBW
Box 897 TPL 22155
DOES ANYONE TElL the truth In
these things? I am Christian, a
SWF, 46 years old, not particularly
pretty, about 20 pounds
overweight. I'm reasonably
intelligent, reasonably clean clean
and reasonably reasonable. I like
art, music, books, movies, hiking,
skiing, horseback nding, cats and
other things too numerous to
mention. My requirements are
modest: a man (definitely), Single
(certainly), Chrisllan (absolutely),
somewhere around
age, Similar
interesls, sense a humor,not
tenminally male chawlnistic. And a
propensity lor the occasional
romantic gesture, although no
mandatory, would not come amiss.
CBW Box 899 TPL 22157

mr

...

_. __ ..................... .

FORGET PRINCE CHARMING30+ SWF says "Lefs fall in likel"
You are tall, happy, honest,
romanllc and fun. I am lall,
attractive and love dancing ,
movies,camping, fishing, boating
etc. CBW Box 870 TPL 22122.
DWM, 48, CHEMIST, seeks
S/DWF ass't, 35-45, to wash test
tubes and grade exams. If the
Chemistry is right and sparks fly
the successful candidate will also
accompany him to plays,
dinner, movies, the beach, etc. and
other fun times. BAIMA req'd. Full
benefits and women need only
apply. CBW Box 871 TPL 22123
"IMPORTED" (Not Nallve1 SWF
Professional 26; long-legged,
green-eyed blond: who likes R&B;
Motown: "Brave 'N' Crazy" & thinks
Bonnie finally got the reoognition
she deserves: seeks adventtresome,
SWM 26-35, 6' plus; who knows
how and when to "play" (but ISn't
into mind games). Lers explore
Maine, enjoy wine, cuhnary
adventures, movies, conversation
and other posslbililles through
laughter. IncUlnng minds who'd like
to know more send letter/phone
(toss in a photo if you have one) to:
Po Box 275 Freeport ME 040320275 TPL 22125
CRAZIE HIPPIE, 6'2-, 29, born
in the sixties, got stuck In the
seventies, missed the eighties,
looking for fun loving hippete with
sense of humor. Favonte aclIVlbes
"dude anything from WIld nights on
the town to quiet walks In the
country. If you enjoy music, old
comlortable jeans, and love to
laugh, lets meet and check out the
nineties. CBW Box 874 TPL
22127
9 OUT OF 10 DOCTORS
recommend fun, excitement and
hugs. If that sounds like the right
prescriptIOn, read on. SWM early
30's, is attractive, romantic, eniOYs
outdoors, the ocean, athlellcs,
variety of activities, likes to be
active. Looking for attractive,
slender, outgoing, fun-loving,
happy, non-generic SWF to share
fun times, Photo and phone please.
CBW Box 838
LONElY 34 YR OLD deaf man
would like to meet deaf girl 25-36.
Steady worker, Interested in
simple life. PO Box 982,
Portsmouth NH 03802-0982
SWM 29 brown hair, brown eyes,
average height and buil<!looking for
an outgoing professional SWF 2230. LeI's get crazy or take i1 easy.
CBW Box 878 TPL 22135
Will THE 90'S surpass the 60's?
Tall former flower child, M, seeks
quiet F soulmate for intimate
conversa1ions and woodstove
momen1s, Parenting·oriented .
CBW Bo~ 868 TPL 22119
BLACK MEN, COME OUT, Come
Out, Whereever You Are. This 31
year old 5'7" attractive, warm,
caring, SWF has been looking for
love in all the wrong places, only to
be approached by your younger
brothers. If you're S-DBM 28-45,
have loving arms, like listening to
Luther and can go from sweats to a
doubie-breasted suit in a single
leap, rm your superwoman. CBW
Box 850 TPL 22100
HOLLYWOOD STARLET seeks
SWM 21 + for long distance
romance/friendship, Recently
moved to CA. to pursue life. 5'8"
spontaneous, energetic with long
hair, long legs, and ice bfue eyes.
(But does it really matter) I love
rock-n-roll (men and mUSIC),
motorcycles, excitement, and
romance. Be patient for replies.
Photo? CBW Box 890 TPL 22148
DEAR HIGH SCHOOL Honey: I
read your disappointment ad last
week, next to "The Venus Project"
Too bad our stars crossed, but
please: don't stay so down on
Italians-We really are the bestl
GWM 30'S Have a new canoe, need
a good front man. Willing to train
the right person. CBW Box 892
TPL 22150
IN RESPONSE TO the upset
(female) who expressed her opinion
with the tall, a handsome, Itahan in
the Apnl 19th Issue: Hey good
womenll'm 6'1"180 Ibs, excellent
health, don~ drink, smoke, no drugs.
(Country Boyl) 51. Have sent 25
letters In response to ads thru
CBW. Never an answerl So who
knows, maybe I'll win two free
tickets to a movie and you and I can
sit down and laugh about how
decent people some1imes lose.
Write: PO Box 1213-A Pownal ME
04096

21

home seMces

learning
legal services
10s1 & found
musical ins1ruments
notices

person to person
recreation

ride board
roomma1es
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

MWtM0J.~

Compatibles
"Th. Dating Service That Cares"

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
IN RESPONSE TO the upset (female) who
expressed her opinion with the tall, a handsome,
Italian in the April 19th issue: Hey good woman!
)'m 6'1" 180 Ibs, excellent health, don't drink,
smoke, no drugs, (Country Boy!) 51. Have senl
25 letters in response to ads thru CBW. Never
an answer! So who knows, maybe I'U win two
free tickets to a movie and you and I can sit down
and laugh about how decent people sometimes
lose,
Write: PO Box 1213-A Pownal ME 04096

n>w have piaald an ad n 1I'e Ca;ro Bay weef<Iy
persor,aS yw: ad is rutJmaticaly ermred n 1I'e
PERsoNAL'OF THE WEEK contest We Mllool<i'ig
tor ad; tJat,... aeative, witty <:rd tun.
Wnne!S wil receive thai' Ii<:I<.OO n 1I'e mal.

I'M A FUN LOVING 29 yr. old,
good looking professionaf SWM
5'9- 160 Ibs lOoking for a lady. She
should be 24-32, lalrly anractlve,
prelerably 5'6- and under with a
deSire to enjoy IIle. If your reading
thiS and fit this description-I'm
looking forward in hearing from
you. CBW Box 900 TPL 22158
YOU'RE A YOUNGER SWM 2330? Sensitive, good-looking,
understanding. I'm a DWF and older
than you but that didn't seem 10
matter to you. I had the problem
with it, tho you may not have been
aware of It. It gave me an attitude
that didn't reflect the true me. If
you still feel the anraction that
brought us together, please write.
I'd like a second chance. CBW Box
901 TPL 22159
HELP!! lonely despondent fat old
man seeks reason to live-preferably
not del"ering newspapers. Looking
for a man with a strong character
and a sensitive nature who might be
interested in providing positive
motivation and encouragement to
get me off my couch. Past
Interests have included: gardens,
reading , classical music
appreciation, art, dogs, camping
out- not U? (well ok, I did once)
and-uh-eatlng. PS my unused Qym
membership IS about to eXpire,
Please write- answering will be my
first project OK OK for you
census-takers. GWM, 37,BRBR, S10,215. CBW Box 889
SWM, VERY HANDSOME likes
simpfe things in life, moonlight walks
on the beach, exercising, romancing,
and having fun . seeking an
attract ive SWF with same
interests. Photo please CBW Box
869 TPL 22120
ATTRACTIVE BIWM, 22, seeks
BiWF or person of similar interest
for friendship, companionship,
good times and more. Discretions
assured and is a must. Write PO
Box 1043, Portland ME 04104
TPL 22121
lET'S HAVE FUN and sun our
buns I Young, prolessional SWM
looking for bodacious barebottomed babes to join me for nude
sunbathing in the Southern Maine
area Irs innocent sunworshipping, I
seek nothing else. No tan lines for
us this summer, and the lotion is on
mel CBW Box 891 TPL 22149
MOMMA BEAR SEEKS Poppa
Bear to snuggle with while our cubs
sleep, to help cook porridge in the
mornings, and to hike with through
the woods to shed some of our
hibernation poundage. Let's invi1e
Goldilocks to BRUNCHI CBW Bo~
898 TPL 2215~
EXTRA NICE caring guy into
vegetarian and New Age lifestyle
seeks woman 40+ and thin to share
the miraculous. CBW Box 885 TPL
22116
HELP! COUPLE seeking bi-gay
female to complete triangle. longtenm relallonshlp, comlortable
lifestyle, easy-going, fun people.
Extra room II needed, to get away
for a while. CBW Box 887 TPL
22146
THIS DWF WOULD like to meet a
SID man who IS available emooonal~
as well as bodily. He should be funloving, free, f1e~ible and mid-30'slate 40's, CBW Box 879 TPL
22138

You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today.
As the oldest dating service in N.E., we have
introduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not just another
dating service.
We're Compatibles,
Call [or a free
consultation.

767-1366

-

Portland

783-1500
Auburn
A/ways imilaled bUI never equaled.

MEET GIRLS! GUYS!
H"ar recorded messages from exciting fun lovin'
51 19les who describe themselves and leave their
phone numbers for immediate contact!

ROMANCE CONNECTION

1-900-346-8080

GWM I'M GOOD LOOKING,
active, healthy, straight acting, and
have many interests. Seek intimate
friendship with same. If you're 1830 or so, enjoy sports and
eschewing boredom, please reply.
Photos a pfus. CBW Box 893 IF'L
22151
WANTED A SWF who is tired of
going to bars to meet some one and
then you go home alone. Must be age
22-38, 100-145 Ibs. Must lika to
walk on the beach, go for walks on
the beach on a moon lite night, for
walks in the woods, to play tennis,
to be loving and to have good fun.
Wall, here I am. You have not
started to write yet? Please wnte.
Have a nice day. CBW Box 875
TPL 22131
MISTRESS(S) THIS submissive
foot slave awaits the chance that he
may be 01 service to your precious
peds. Your pain and pleasure is
worth any price to worship your
pretty ,sweet smelling feet. I
promise, I will satisfy your every
whim. Please, I beg you ...SWM 27
Send photo and instructions: PO
Box 934 Scarborough ME 040740934 TPL 22137
HOW DOES spending part of this
upcoming summer at my house by
the lake sound? ~ so, write to me,
SWM, 27 and I'll tell you all about
it! Please, be a non-smoker,
Portland area, SWF, 25-35, with a
joie de vivrel CBW Box 877 TPL
22f34

51,50 1st minl7&; add'i mins

+The+
Venus Project
Astrological Match-Making
For Singles Who Want A Lasting Relationship

The reasonable one-time fee maintains
your membership until you have the
relationship you want

Call Today for a Free Brochure
800-446-2979
8 Pheasant Lane • Lexin ton, MA 02173

leave a message on the

TALKING PERSONAL LINE
1-900-896-2824
see page 23 for more info

D1;!~~e!lr.:s~!!2~E
24 Hour Service
'9 1..900.. 226.. 2003
d 1..900 ..988 ..3135
d 1..900 ..988 ..3139
'9 1..900.. 226..2007
CJ 1..900 ..988 ..3136
Q 1..900.. 226 ..2004
tJ;> 1..900 .. 226.. 2006
CJ 1..900 .. 988 ..3137
9 1..900 .. 226.. 2005
d ' 1..900 .. 988 ..3 J..38
FREE! FREE!FREE !FREE!FREE!FREE!FR1:B!
Leave Your Name & Message Call1 ..800..388..827 l
$5 er min. (3 min. program)
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body & soul

roommates

WEEKLY GROUPS lor women. We
are many voices and we choose a
vanely of lifeslyles and in Ihls
group, we come togelher to honor
our common ground of belng·the
feminine. Mon. 7:30-9:30 pm April
23.June 4 or Tues. 9:00am·
11 :OOam April 24.June 5. $2OIwk.

ROOMMATE WANTED for this
TIRED OF THOSE wrinkles, sags
SPIRITUAl HEALING and summer. Female preferred. Brandand bags? Wanl to look fresh all
Hypnosis, a day long exploration of new 2 bedroom duplex, large eat-in
day wilhoul surgery or expensive
our spiritual journey. We will kilchen, nice ne~hborhood, parking
make up. Expenence Ihe dramalic
explore hypnosIS, N.L.P., dreams, Call 79HJ276
resulls with a non-surgical Facemeditalion and prayer as lools for
lifl. Please call TODAY to sel up growth and change. May 6th, $45. ROOMMATE M/F wanled 10
share quial house in Cape Elizabelh
your appointmenl. 772-6727
Call The Epiphany Cenler. Slephen near ocean. Avail. July 1Sl. 10·15
SelF-ESTEEM:
A
sense
of
one's
MacHugh M Div. al774-1660
For more information and
minutes to lown. Washer/dryer.
reglStralion, call Krisline Myers own dignily and worlh, Ihe
MAYBE SOMEDAY Books and Room w/privale balh. Musl be noncornerstone
In
Ihe
foundation
upon
Watson, MA 775-0366
Gills-Where Earlh is juS! a smoker. h:767-4581 w:883-3936
REIKI HEALING Lei Ihis which we build 10 become well- beginning. 195 Congress SI. ask forDon.
rounded,
conlenl
and
successful
Japanese e.ergy balancing
belWeen Levinsky's and the Whole BEST VIEW of Casco Bayl
lechnique relieve your slress and perlicipenls in life. Lack of selfGrocer. 'Proceeds are going 10 Roommale wanted for 2 bedroom
esteem
means
years
of
untapped
pain, leaving you mentally clear,
support our innovative program apt near Eastern Prom.
renewed, revilalized and feeling potenlial and limited living. A group for persons wilh MS Call 773- $291/month. Off slreet parking,
IS being formed for those who need
GREA11 Call Krislen Erico, 2nd
COUNSELING FOR EATING an< wid, and deck. Nonsmokers ~ease.
degree Praclilioner al 773-1346 enhancement, supporl and
developmenl in Ihis crilical area. body image issues. Individual and Available June 1sl 772-8178
ONE-DAY DREAM Seminar, Please call 772-6892 for more group Iherapy available. Call Lisa SABBATH DAY LAKE/N e w
Bussey. MA CEDT 775-7927
Salurday, May 12. Call: Dwinell & information.
Gloucester. Responsible MIF N/s
Hall, 799-1024
PARABOLA READER very to share walerfronl 4BR house
WOMEN'S MYSTERIES and
interesled In forming discussion wilh deck and privale beach. 20 min
WOMEN DRAWN TO Well ness Mylhology: Workshop exploring
May 17 (6 Thursdays) Explore the women's spirilualily, sacredness '. group. Would welcome info Of 10 Lewislon and Portland. No pets
language of symbols which guide us and power. May 12 9:30-1 :30 Inlerest Please leave message. L $225/mo + util and deposit Days
.
846-6600 eves 926-3466
toward well ness and wholeness. The Brunswick ME. Call Regina 729- Wesl 874·6488
personal mandala artform Will be a 0241 or Jill 773·5932
TAROT/PSYCHIC READINGS
ROOMMATES HERE! You need
focus for sharing, releasi"9 blocked ATTENTION PARENTS
Ihem, we've gol them. Portland's
of by Sue. Skilled in helping Ihrough
energy, and dlscovenng our children wilh special needs: lifelearlh changes. 15 years
eslablished roommale referral
personal
symbols
of Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy, a expenence. Call after 5PM for
service has the perfect person to
Iransformalion. Relaxl Lelgol Cenlfied Realily TheraplSl and
appoinlmenl. 772-6637
share your home, or the perfecl
Learn !he ART of fisleningl Explore Special Educalion Consultanl, will
home for. you to sharel For low fees,
Ihe mind's potenlial to heall 9:00- be
certlfled massage
and professional service, call THE
offering a group Iherapy series
11 :OOam $2O/session (no arl of 7 weekly f 1/2 hour sessions
therapist
ROOMMATE LOCATER 774experience necessary) Vera Berv, covenng Ihe following 10pics: 1.
9303
Stu Phillips
MA 781-9903
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanled 10
focusing your energies on your
trigger point-deep tissue
METAPHYSICAL READINGS child's behalf. 2. Ihe grieving
share Falmoulh lakefronl home.
sportsmassage
from a spirilual perspeclive offer process. 3. acoaptance. Call 774good for somebody Ihal enjoys
shiatsu acupressure
Insight and practical apphcalion 8149 for furlher information.
swimming
and
boaling.
reflexolosy- polarities- swedish
regarding your currenl energy
$280/monlh plus 1/2 electricily.
371-2351
field, life lessons, personal symbols,
Call Steve 797-4510.
and challenges. Call Regina ~t 729- FROM DREAMS
ROOMMATES NEEDED june 1
0241
$185/monlh includes heat.
PARTNERS OR friends of
Spacious 3 BR apl. 5 min. from
A conference offering
survivors of sexual abuse. Group
CARPENTRY WORKSHOPS Frame USM AND PSA. Siudenis
concrete practical
forming. Call Rosie Byrer 77210 Finish- AugusI6-17, Renovalions- preferred. Call Pam 773-1308
resources for grass
7532
June 4-15, Timber Frame- July 9-roots action In the
20. Call 207- 282-7126 or wflie:
areas of hOUSing, food,
Wood Lily, RR 2, Box 976,
-WOMEN: Does being in love mean
land, heal.h, and waste
Kennebunk, Maile 04046. .
being in pain? Learn how 10 change
dysfunclional relalionshlp
CaJl283-lJ171 ext. 247
ACTING CLASSES: Expand your
palterns Therapy group now
for forlberlnformation
awareness of Ihe world around you. LONG ISLAND cozy, comfortable
Use your senses 10 achieve aCling
forming based on "Women Who
UNE
Biddeford
goals in scenes. Rheatha Forsierwill 3BR collage. Immaculale. All
Love Too Much." For more
May
5
8:30-4:30
sian
a new senes 01 acling classes conveniences. Beauliful beach.
informalion call 871-9256
Sponsored by
on May 16. Call 874-2970 lor more $350Iweek. Call 839-6240 or
770-2840.
for Vision andPoUcy informalion.
ISLAND near beach, lennls,
P',. ....... ~ ........ ~ ...." .... .,..... ........." ........" ................................" ... ~ .............. ~ ..... ."........ ,.,......." ..... ,... FRENCH
LESSONS offered by LONG
store and ferry. Sleaps 6. June
~
Portland
>
experienced ParISian native leacher. $300/wk, July and Augusl
~..
• All levels. Call m-l076
$400lwk. Telephone 766-2002 on
~ Chiropractic Natural Health Center ~'
weekends or 617-396-8145
~
Dr. Karen Danko, D.C., N.D.
~
weekday eves.
(
wlwlislic cbi"op"netie, lWllII'OjHllby
~. PERSON, NONSMOKER, no pels
~
475 Slevells Ave POI'lImu( ME 0410')
~ 10 o~py basemenl apt, iumished
;
772-5131
~ or uniumlShed, and manage four
lenanls in inlown Ponland CASCO BAY MONTESSORI
..,
...residence and care for grounds. School offers quality care in a
-add:c:;.,-.-d:.~-:d;;;:b.:i;;,;:-s;j;:;:,.:;--l Send qualifications 10 Box 1082, home-like environmenl. Currenl
openings for aflernoon session
~
success- personal and business
I Ponland ME 04104,
SF ,NIS chem-free, looking to rent 11 :45 10 3:30, Arl & Crafts
~
apt or small house In country Program 3:30 10 5:30. Beginning
July 2, "Summer Mornings' 9:00 10
:
cOIUlseior, hypnotist, psychic
: selling·Scarborough/South
Portland area. Need funclional 12:00, drop off welcomed with
~
by aPPointment 871-0032
I
nol fancy. I have an old dog same day call. Also accepling
~
persOIJal development classes
\ place,
and 3 cals, and am VERY enrollmenl for Seplember
~
relaxaliOl~ bealing, meditation, psycbic
\ responsible for them. Can you Afternoon Sessions, flexible
help? 797-0261, leave message scheduling. Call 799-2400, lcealed
al 440 Ocean SI, Soulh Ponland

TO AcnON

learnin

een.""

wanted

childcare

....................

r--

..

..................................................... ................. . .

Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW·IP \

•_. _ '" _. _. _. _._. _. _. _. _. _.- _. _._._. _. _._. ,. _. _. _. _._._j

.
••
,

•

co.dependency

Wid

otber relalionship issues

DONNA GODFREY COUNSELOR
361 us Rt 1
Falmouth ME

781·4842

for rent

[6f6ciS<~II;:
EXCHANGE ST. Privale office
wilh receplion room, penially,
furnished, comforlable, modern,
secure and greal bargain. $295 +
util. Call 775·0592.

biz services
RENT A WIFE Allenlion busy COLLEGE STUDENT wilh u\Jck
executives, tm Ihe person who can available
to do odd jotl5 end moving.
lake care of all your domeslic Very handy
and can fix mosl
needs. I can take 2 more clienlS:
Excellent references,
cleaning, laundry, shopping, everylhing.
organizalion, cooking, errands, elc. call any lime, day or nigh I, 774Call 879·7049 for appolnlmenl. 2159, leave message.
Refs. required.
RENT A HUSBAND Lady's: f have a
limiled number of openings.
Services include: painling,
yardwork, general household
mainlenance, lifting, lugging and HOUSECLEANER Dependable
hauling. Call 879-7049 for woman to clean your home
ap~nlmenl. Refs. reqUired.
weekly/biweekly, excellenl
LIGHTNING ELECTRIC and references. Call 883-5833
refrigeralion. Super qualily work, COMPLETE BUSINESS services
fair price. Period. Member Better available to small businesses and
Business Bureau. Call 774-3116
self-employed indiViduals.
COUNSELING, MARRIAGE, Quarlerly reporls, financial
family child and individual- address slalements and business SianAssembly of God Church, 243 •ups. Readi~ convenienllo service
Cumberland Ave, Porlland ME. you. Expenence, reasonable fees
Office hours 9:00 am 10 5:00 pm and reliable work is our disllnclion.
Tel. Esther Rulh Wilcox. Office Call Abacus Accounling at 7994316
774-7546, home 761-0350.
ELECTRICIAN call Forresl for all TY.PING: small lerm pepers,
your eleclrical needs. Fuses 10 arllcles or small proJecls for a
breakers, washer/dryer/range minimal charge. RESUMES written
outlels, general rewiring. Ucensed and Iyped wilh coPIes for a flal
and insured. 24 hour service 20 fee. Call 865-6722. Leave
years experience. 772-5257
mess~.

GETTING MARRIED?
NEED A PHOTOGRAPHER,
but don'l want 10 spend half your honeymoon money on one??

Please call

. Hand Painted
Finishes
Marbling, Anttqutng
Coiorwashtng, etc.

o

772·1735 0

GAYLE
PETTY
KANE
PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHER
7735221

FREE FREE FREE
Junk car and truck removal
Any condition
car carrier available

CALL 774-0268

birthday parties, weddings,special events

PETE KELLY
Carpenter
Builder
Designer

Gertrude M. McFarland
fi .elance photographer

new construction
remodeling

Rick Crockett Photography
774-4732

284 Da: .rth St
PortIa-,d ME

roofing, decks

774-4697

basement remodels
a specialty

fully insured
871-8086

for rent

CREATIVE PERSON wanled 10
share 3BR apl on 3rd floor. Inlown
Ponland musl be responsible and
fairly neal. $165 + ulil and
securily. Avail 511 please call 87t1537
M/F N/S furnished complele with
one dog and two cals. QUiet So.
Ponland lcealion. $375!month Call
799-4056.
SOUTH
FREEPORT, M/F
roommale wanted 10 share
beauliful house near harbor.
Fireplace, garden, porch, wid. No
smokers or pets, please. $325 +
ulils 865-4558. Avail now.

stuff for sale wheels

CUMBERLAND AVE 2 modern 2 WEST STREET 2BR; calhedral
bedroom apls. 1 with open lof! ceilings, wlw carpel, walk~n closet,
design and 12x12 roof deck. 1 wilh secunly, coin laundry, nonsmokers.
1sl floor private and larQe $60OImonlh ~us low utilities. Ben
couriyard. Bolh private entry Wllh Lund (day) 173-6411 (eves) 871off Slreet parking. New and clean. 8023
Will hel~ with security. $500-550 EASTERN PROM AREA Large
~us aVatlabie. Now 781-4740.
3BR apl. Living room, dining room,
WEST END 2 BR Penlhouse for kllchen, wid hook-{Jp. $650/monlh
rent. Newly renovaled w/w + uti I. Avail immediately. Call 767carpeling, lois of sun, sl<ylight in 3833.
Balhroom, laundry facililies in SUNNY, SPACIOUS Wesl End
bldg, A greal Qelaway, $600 plus api-needs room male. Non-smoker,
ulils. parking Included. A really musl like cats. $285/monlh. Greal
CONSIDERATE MATURE woman charming Pad. 761-5832 SCOII location. Use of yard-I parly
wanled 10 share wilh same. Modern
space. Call 871-011 0 Laura or Liz.
2BR S.P. apl near beach. $250 +
utillsec. Clean and sober . . . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....
call 79g.9042. Avail. ,.
""I
LOOKING FOR young proiessionaJ
MIF 10 share large sunny 7 room
56 EXCHANGE STHEET
Ponland home in quiel residenlial
area, ouler Foresl Ave near (lOlf
POHTLAND, MAINE
course. Off streel parking,
orchard and garden area, large
Quaint, spacious, one-bedroom apartments
yard, lois of slorage space. Days
available in a variety of styles, including
775-4010 eves 767-3720
loft with ocean view, two-level with fireTHE BEST FOR LESS! Cape
EI~belh 1 dog, 1 cat, 2 leachers
place. Our unjquely stylish apartments are
seek MIF for 3BR house on eslale.
located in the heart of the Old Port. Rents
Easx-going, loleranl household.
Avail June f $33O/inc Uili. 799- trange from $450 to S525/month plus utilitics.
4551
For an appointment call Spectrum Inc.
BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHEO 6
weekday mornings at 797-0223
room apt, off Easlern Prom needs
neat, non-smoker. Available
immedialely.
$250
plus util. Call • ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......
871-0509. Leave
message.

~~lvironment:

OLD PORT ARMS

Speetrum I ne.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wan led
May 15. No smoking Wesl End apl
$155/monlh + ulil. 775-6247.
WEST END, GF looking for same
10 share sunny 2 bedroom apt, your
room 12x16, huge kilchen, nifty
belhroom With claw fOOl tub and
skylighl, lots of slorage space,
great neighborhood, $275 + Ultls.
Avail. 4/15, noo smoker preferred,
Please call 761-2599

BIZARRE AND biodegradable
bumper stickers. For complete
lisling send SASE to : Box 201
Cape Collage ME 04107
READY TO FLYI Red Hawk
Ultralight, enclosed cackpil, push
button slarl, full aerilons and
flaps. On wheels, with floals.
$6500 or blo. Calmaran with new
trampoline and rollerreefing rig.
$1400.799-4305
COMPUTER·DESK. locking rolllOp- like new condrtlOnl sola n~
for .$600 2 years ago. Will
sacrifice for $275. Call 854-2972
ETIENNE-AIGNER burgendy
lea!her blazer- PeUle. Hardly worn.
Great bargain for. $75. Call 8791882 and leave message.
HOLMES 12 CllANNEl
d
.. board
250 powere
mIXing
two
watt amps, 2
FX loops, 2 EQ's and reverb all in
one. $600 2 monitors $65 each.
1980 Datsun 510 wagon, needs
clutch $250 or wiH trade for small
trailer. 775-4753 evOS.
FOR SALE WATfRBED kingsize,
soft-sided, bookcase headboard.
Must sell ASAP $195 or blo. 7998274.
DRAFTING TABLE adjuslable
drafting lable, white top with
black tube legs. Works Il'eat 85 a
big desk lop or as a dining room
taDie or any other large sur.face
area- it's been used as many flings
and is slill in excellent condition.
$40 or bJo. Call879-1882

We're

1973 MERCEDES 2200 4 Dr., 4
speed, runs and looks great
$3,250 or beSI offer. 772-7880.
77 AMC HORNET WAGON runs
well. $250 Call Dan 883-6635
86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4WD
All power. AMlFM casselte. Greal
carl $7990 773-6830
1989 CHEVY BEREnA GT Black
16,000 miles, loaded. Excellenl
condition. $9900 call 774-5335.
Askfor. Dave or leave message.
74 VOLVO 164E Touring Sedan.
Running well. 4 spd 00- fuel inj .
w/AM-FM Casselte and sunroof A
fun ride. $1000 772-0561
.
1987 JEEP WRANGLER Colorado
red aUlomatic power steering
"
,
black hard/soft lop, casselle
pulloul. $8000 or bIo. After 6pm
799-8943
OH, SPRING IS HERE and irs
lime to cJean !he garage, the shed,
and all those other little hiding
places for stuff no one really wanlS
but !hel you can't bring yourse~ 10
throw nEt(. Make a bucI< off your
junk and sell it in Ihe CBW
Classifieds.

Tallcing
Personal
...:==================~
Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to
find out more about the person pladng the ad,
to share. more about yourself, or just to see
who's out there,
To listen to the Talking Personals In thIs Issue,
just follow these simple directions:
1, DIal 1-900-896-Z824 fromany touchtone phone
Each call cost 95¢ per minute, billed to your phone,

Z:When the machlne answers, dIal access code 22.
), Now the machine wtll ask for a spedflc number,
Enter the 'lPL' number listed at the end of the ad you
wtsh to respond to,
4. Listen to the recorded message, and leave your
response If you wtsh. It's as easy as that!

for rent
LARGE STUDIO for arlists,
photographers and crafts people.
Easily 2-3 people. Plenly of light,
high ceilings, large walls. Includes
utOilies. $450lmonlh 799-7890

for sale

Opening new areaopen-space studios.
From $150. per month
which Includes heat,
water, lights, etc.
Maintained, locked building.
Convenient locadon.
Renting FAST.

YOUR

AD
HERE?
775-6601

Can yousolvethe Real Puzzle? lfso,
'The canines in this pound aresomehow associated with the entries below. there is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner. Two
We'd like you to match them up,
movie passes to the General Cinemas
Maine Mall awaits the second prize
B.Brown
winne~, Contestants are ineligible to
C.Brown
win more than one prizeina four-week
D.Bumstead
span, Only one entry is allowed per
_ Sgt, Preston
person per week.
Gen. Sarnoff
All entries for this week's puzzle
'The bus company
must be received by Wed., May9. The
_ 'The truck company
solution to this week's puzzle will
_ Ken-L Ration
appear in the May 17issueofCascoBay
_ George and Marlon Kerby
Weekly. Send your best guess to:
_ TImmy or Jeff
_ Julie and Tricia
Real Puule #18
Romulus and Remus
Casco Bay Weekly
'The Warner Bros.
187 Clark Street
Annie
Portland, Maine 041 02
_ Dorothy
_ Buchanan Distillers
_ Stapleton
Phil and Dottie Winslow

=

GOIN G ON." TRvTHFuW:l ITS flA~O

downtown Portland

WHY ISN'T

Dog tags

ALSO I S1AIl-TEP CON~IDEfl.INr. THE WHOLe
DOWNlR OF TIlE WHOLE WolhO. ITS STILL THE"
S"M£ p~B~eMS. VIO~"NCE:, PREJ"vDICE ANO
POLL·unON. EXACTLY LI\-(£ IN THE SON(,

Arts related
studio space for rent.

CAMP 3+ ACRES, new 100 amp
service, Ielephone, no plumbing, I~::::C--344' fronlage along town rd. Nice
yard. Camp In Brownfield ME, 20
minules 10 N. Conway, one hour to
Portland. Must sell I $27,500 9352879

23

,

DEAR &R~Nl)A, So
I DtDN'T WRITe FoR. So
LON" BUT /flY !-IFE WENT ON SUCII A_OOWNE"R,
IF yo V cA N REl.An: TO TIIAT· Be IN Co ON A
DOWNER Tl\AT KEEPS LASTIN(,. TIllS I1AS BeHt
sue-H A WEIR-OED OV, yeAR.. L\I{tNG WIT H MY
G/<ANOMA IS O.K. BVT EVEN Tl101l61-1 I KNOW
HATES M I STILL. WISH I WAS LIVI N G
AN \\~N61
A!tOVNO \lOU.

TIMES To KEEP ON TRVC!<IIoI'
BVf LIKE,
THING WflERE THEY SA!:f KH"P 11\ E
FAIn; BAB':It I AM TR\lIIolG. ONE THIN61l1ouGH
, AM NOT SU~E ABOUT Now
IS GOD .

HA'JE ':lOll REAl) TIIIIT THING ON ANNE FJV.NK
YOVR. CLASS YET? SHe WAS OUIl SAME AGe I
TllAr WEIRP. I HAo TO W/tITE A PAPeR ON IT
~ \ PflA~EO TO 600 FOIt!,N EX pLIoNAnON OF
THE THtNG Sur 8RENDA 1\£ DtDN'T SA':I NoTIII~G
ME BAC'K. , KNOW t AM r~eI\9L~ LIKE
AN ....NT TO KIM AND BIG DeAL ASovT MY PAr
pER BVT LooK W\\AT fiE SAID TO ANNE FRANK
WI-IEN S\-\E pll....';lEO AND Mn.!-tONS OF oiliER
PJ:OPLE AN 0 Nor ;ruST iW,M INT HOW ABouT
\IN.\( DVRIN(,iI\E S~A'IeS BECAUse I kNOW
THEY P1lJl~ED TOO.

If YOI.I CAN BELIEVE l"r, ITS 3"'" WI1EN I'M
WRITIN&TI\IS. M~ SISTf:Jt MAI/.I.\:IS tS IN TI\~
BED S~EEPING AND Tl-IE W~IIl.OEST n\ING JVST
I1AP?ENED. OUTSIt)1O M':I WINDow I f-IEAIlO A
SIJtD SINGIN' IN TilE PIT(fI ~\.A(\<:. IF RIGHT
NOW WAS A MOVIE WIIERE A GIR.L wAS
WRITIN6 \lou :nHS \-eTiEIt "SOUT TI1E.
QVESnONS, I GVES 5 TIIAT WOVLD SVI'POSED
TO MEliN SOM~T\\I"'(;_ MA~SE Tf-IE SURPIUSE
'ABouT Goo IS Tl-IAi HE I S SMALL. MA':I BE

Call now for an appointment

",,~ ?"".~ 799-7890.

call today.

AT LAST - A BWLDING DEVOTID TO THE ARTS

FOR ALL THAT
SHEIS DONE
FOR YOU
Wish your favorite Moms
a Happy Mother's pay
WIth a message In
Casco Bay Weekly's Classifieds
May 10th
The writer of the most
creative message will be
awarded a $25 gift certiftcate
to one of our favorite stores

eonceits
With 40 words,
you can let her
lulOW jus I how
much you
care,
for
only $10

:L.I.~n;Ju

"'1 .......

:If/'

,'W

.

15S01O

• CarlDimow

Ir
~

rIl(o"l-l
.soIoInc;
$I;"~"".bloc;
~t:1~

0

flutist/guitarist'
instructor at
•
Colby Colle ge
.
& Waynflete
,

;>

Cp,>.n:scl\'pclons

I

I'T'T---------,IIO

lS

private lessons

or Ian
for anymusic
occasion

761·4569

772-0208
3'EFF WE1D.G£I)C;El\

Portland's #1 music teaching facility

GUITAR & DRUM WORKSHOP

DEADLINE
i8 noon,
Monday,
May 7.
Questions?

Call
Melissa
Johru!on
at

775.6601

.
"
W;J!!jI][rl'WHml
boats
NANNIES/HOMEMAKERS livein jobs wilh Easl Coast
professional families. Use your
childcare skills, Iravel, make
friends. Jot.; for all ages. Excellenl
salarylbenefils. Expenses paid.
Send resume: Box 625, Livingslon,
NJ 07039 or call: Nanny's East, 1800-A-NANNIE.
HELP WANTED: Looking for
pan-lime "person' Fnday: Iyping,
people skills, unflappable. Send
resume 10: Dr. lIana Rosensky, 400
Deering Ave., Porliand, ME 04103.
HAIRSTYLIST BOOTH RENTAL
·Slalus in Hair" Willard Square
South Portland Call 773-8047
WANTED:
AN
OLDER
truslWonhy reliable woman or man
to help a disabled woman 10 cook
and clean house. 12-14 hrslwk at
$5.50thr. Contacl 775-3426 and
leave message. No jokers or
yuppies.
ADVERTISING SALES REPS
wanled for Maine Progressive,
monthly stalewide newspaper I
Ponland and southern Maine areas.
Enthusiastic, assenive. Experience
preferred I Willing to travel. Send
resume 10 Maine Progressive, 21
McKean SI Blunswick ME 04011 or
call 725-J675,
~

.. .

1'.5. I still +hil'\1<

life is magi cal.
C>

19 FT. SUNCRAFT, woodenlapstreak. Hull in great condo Volvopenla. Inboard/outboard needs
cosmelics and a caplain. Nows the
lime... Dan @ 883-6635
SEA KAYAK Klepper Aerius
expedition model. Black hypalon hul
wllh blue deck. Two piece spray
cover included. Comes wilh slOfllge
begs, repair ki~ peddle. Used on~
three times. Move forces sale.
$1800. Call Max at 839-3226
(eves).
1989 BOSTON WHALER Super
spn eilh 40hp Evinrude. Easy 10
trailer, safe and beauliful. Just
broken in. Full monng, many extras.
Asking $7,600 save $2,000. Call
(207) 933-2493

BOAT OWNERS

r------------------------------------------

~oupq[L
EFFECTIV'E 1-1-90
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$7.00
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Solution to Real Puzzle # 16
SPECIAL DELIVERY
REGISTERED
SPEOALHANDLING
VlAAIRMAIL
OONOfBEND
f1RSf CLASS MAIL

,
f''- ,_"

....

.

. ' .. 1'

FOR DEPOSITONLY

..
. ,

HANDSTAMPONLY
PARCEL POST

\

, ,

,

\

l

•

l

•
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PLEASE REMIT
PRlNTEDMATIER

a-a _ _ -.y0nllr _ _

: PREFplAeo CATEGOR"I": _______________ TOTAL WORDS:

experienced
aVailable for all phases
of repair and
eommlssloning

CASCO BAY WEEKLY

ME~~

: --~.----------------------------------------

1990 United Feature Syndicate.

eOMl'Umi nas FORM & MAIL OR D£UVER TO:

hesw
a.umM

BOAT BUD.DER

Ray Keith

hL Ill: '-Ato! SA':I IS KEl:P ':!OUIt E'je5 PEELEO
folt I'RoQI.EMS ANO HEI.P E"AC.fI orHE~ AND
BE CM.'erVL wI\eRE You Gn ':ioull- IN'\P.vC[IONS.
'WELl. TIIAT! All. \ KNO'WTo W!<lie· \ l10Pe
You AJte 0011\1(, GOOO.
PEAtE + LOVE,

6J71~

if you want to learn to slar.' pop, and be a part
o today"s bass scene••.
633 Foresl Ave
get down with Bill and Unce
Portland·773-3444 alfd ll!arrr tbe West bass teclmtques

'YlnUlfJft tmd eon.t~mporary
jewei., .terlias .uvs-,
watcb.e. .ad gift.

7 moulton 'treet
portland

music lessons
SPANISH FLAMENCO guilar
lessons. Avail to all ages and
abilities. Call Eli at 774-1236

____________________

HrstprlzegoestoLawrenceBlissof
Portland and second prize to Ouis
Pizey of Portland. These winners receive the PERFECT stamp.

"-----

---_ .. -- ------- -_.. -_ .. ----- _.... ---.. -----,-------.-- - _.... -

• 1990 United Fe.ture Syndicate.

For display classified (border ad) rates call Melissa Johnson at CBW: 775-6601

-

CascoBav
~EEKLY
SOUTHERN MAINE

DINING
GUIDE
92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

'I

I

BOIVIVANT
SOUPS •

SANDWICHES • SALADS
'~

Healthy Alternative"

416 Fore St. • Open 7 am - 9 pm • 774-4342

, .
• 1J

·· -,.

·,,

INTRODUCING A GREAT NEW SAVINGS IDEA!

QUICK & EASY FOOD SHOPPING

,'

OPEN SUNDAYS!

I

8am-6pm

f

I .
I

!

ITHIS WEEK'S FEATURES I
LIVE MAINE

j

Fresh Daily

XTRA CASH FEATURE

While
supply
lasts
daily.

XYRA CASH BONUS SPECIALS

..

SELECT ONE WITH EACH FILLED CERTIFICATE

SAVE 90¢: 2 Ltr, Diet or Reg,

SAVE 604 Giant 240z. Loaf

PEPSI COLA

BREAD

SAVE$UlOSCHONLAND1 Lb'99~

SAVE $1.00 Conditioner or

BACON

SAVE $1.00 IGA Quarters

BUTTER

I

LOBSTERS

For every $1.00 you spend at
Paul's, you get one XTRA CASH
stamp. Save 36 stamps on a
Saver Card and purchase an

I

1

$1.19

IVORY SHAMPOO

29~
~ .19

RED RIPE

....-.

TOMATOES
,

SAVE 604 6.J20z.IGA Chunk Ught 29~

TUNA

SAVE 7~ BOUNTY Giant Roll 39~

SAVE 7~ 5 Varieties

PAPER TOWELS

IGA PIZZA

-----------------------------.
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR ANY ONE

1

. XTRA CASH SPECIAL

1

:
1

STED ABOVE - LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
1
,I NO OTHER PURCHASE REQUIRED Good thru May 10,1990. 1
:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ______

$2.~~
SWEET.CORN

Ib.6 g e E~s 9ge
PAY YOUR UTILITY BILLS AT PAUL'S!
• CMP • PHONE • CABLE • G'AS •
WESTERN UNION - BOTH STORES

I ~~~

INTOWN FOOD STORES
585 CONGRESS ST.
CONGRESS SQUARE
Store Hours M - Sat. Sam - 7

